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Abstract 
Cantonese is the second most widely spoken Chinese dialect after Mandarin, 
and it is the mother tongue of about 40 million peoples all over the world. There is 
in^ortance to develop an automatic Cantonese speech recognition system However, 
previous researches on Cantonese speech recognition mainly aimed on tone 
classification and were in a limited vocabulary size. 
An efficient large vocabulary isolated Cantonese syllable recognition system 
has been proposed to deal with all known Cantonese syllables. For a large vocabulary 
of 1470 different syllables in Cantonese, problem decomposition is employed for its 
efficient and effective recognition. A hierarchical neural networks model is designed 
for the recognition system, fitting the monosyllabic and tonal nature of Cantonese 
speech. The isolated Cantonese syllables are segmented into their constituting 
phonemic segments: initials, syllabic segments and endings. The feature parameters 
for phoneme and tone recognition are first passed into 4 MLP neural networks in the 
primary level of the hierarchical model. The outputs of these classifiers are then fed 
into a syllable classifier in the secondary level of the model. The syllable classifier is 
in^lemented in two different approaches: concatenation with correction and Fuzzy 
ART. 
The performance of the system under speaker-dependent setting has been 
evaluated by computer simulation. The classification accuracy of the system on 
initials, syllabic segments, endings, tones and syllables are 58.6%, 76.5%, 74.8%, 
91.2% and 45.4% respectively for the Cantonese database used. 
• • 
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1 Introduction 
1 • 1 Automatic Speech Recognition 
In daily life, most people communicate with others by means of natural speech. 
However, natural speech is rarely used in the current human-machine communication. 
As revealed from most of the science fictions, human beings always dream of taking 
control on machines, such as robots and computers, by voices rather than pressing 
buttons by hands. To approach such fantastic future, the first step is to teach the 
machines to learn to recognize the human speech. 
It is very useful to have successful automatic speech recognition. Voice input 
to computers offers a number of advantages by providing a natural, fast, hands-free, 
eyes-free and location-free input medium (Lee, 1989). Besides of the simplified 
human-machine communication, automatic speech recognition is also useful for the 
hearing impaired and physically disabled. 
Unfortunately, current researches still have little success on speaker-
independent continuous speech recognition in which most ordinary people find no 
difficulties on them. It is proved to be a difficult task to duplicate the speech 
recognition ability with machines, though children leam to understand speech with 
little explicit supervision and adults take speech recognition ability for granted 
(Lippmann, 1989). This is mainly due to the following problems: 
n the variability and overlap of information in the acoustic signal 
• the need for high computational rates 
n the multiplicity of language analyses 
• the lack of any comprehensive theory of speech recognition 
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Although many speech recognition strategies have been proposed and 
implemented, a few systems demonstrated the feasibility of accurately recognizing 
human speech. Most existing speech recognizers performs well only in constrained 
tasks. Some of the constraints in^osed on the well-developed speech recognition 
systems are: 
• speaker-dependent instead of speaker-independent 
• isolated words instead of connected speech or continuous speech 
O small vocabulary size instead of large vocabulary size 
The vocabulary size of the speech recognition systems can be classified as the 
following table (Rabiner, 1992): 
Classes of Vocabulary Size 
Speech Recognition System on the order of 
Very Small Vocabulary 
Moderate Vocabulary 
Large Vocabulary 1000 
Very Large Vocabulary 10000 
Table 1.1 Classes of Vocabulary Size in Speech Recognition Systems 
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12 Cantonese Speech Recognition 
Cantonese is the second most widely spoken Chinese dialect after Mandarin 
(the official spoken Chinese language). It is the mother tongue of about 40 million 
people as it is widely spoken by Chinese people in Southern China, Hong Kong, 
Macao and overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia, Northern America, United Kingdom 
and Australia. Over 90% of the Hong Kong citizens speak Cantonese in their daily 
lives. Since Hong Kong is an in^ortant Asian international trade center, there are 
needs on high-technology application support, such as Cantonese speech input to 
machines. As one of the 6 million Hong Kong citizens, the author is motivated to 
perform research on Cantonese speech recognition very much. 
Most of the previous works on automatic speech recognition were done on 
the tasks for Western languages, such as English, French, etc. The special features of 
Chinese dialects, such as the tonal and monosyllabic nature, are not considered in 
most of the automatic speech recognition systems. 
Previous researches on automatic Cantonese speech recognition mainly aimed 
on tone classification and were in a limited vocabulary size (Cheng, 1991; Ng, 1992; 
Lee et ai, 1993). It is because Cantonese speech recognition is still not a well-
developed research area, whereas the tone classification is the fundamental task of 
speech recognition on tonal languages. 
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1 • 3 Neural Networks 
Artificial neural networks are the models that attempt to achieve good 
performance via dense interconnection of simple computational elements. The 
structure of neural networks is based on our present understanding of biological 
nervous systems. In human brain, there are approximately hundred billion (lOU) 
neurons, which are the basic processing units of brain. Each of these neurons is 
connected to about ten thousand (10” others. There are also artificial neurons that 
model the biological neurons in the neural networks. 
Study on artificial neural networks has a long history of more than 40 years. 
However, in the past decade, the field has gained new interest as new networks 
topology and algorithms were developed. One of the most important development is 
the discovery of the general delta rule for error backpropagation (Rumelhart et al, 
1986). This made the supervised training to find the internal parameters of multi-layer 
perception (MLP) possible. 
Recent interest is also driven by the realization that enormous amounts of 
processing will be required by human-like performance in the areas of speech and 
image recognition. Artificial neural networks can provide processing capacity using 
many simple processing units operating in parallel. 
There are numerous types of artificial neural networks that have been well-
developed, including multi-layer perceptron (MLP), Kohonen self-organization maps, 
Hopfield Networks, Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART), etc. (Lippmann, 1987) 
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Artificial neural networks become popular classifiers for they have shown 
successful in various applications, including those for speech recognition (Lippmann, 
1987, 1989). 
1.4 About this Thesis 
An efficient large vocabulary isolated Cantonese syllable recognition system is 
proposed. This system aims at recognizing all Cantonese syllables^ The vocabulary 
size is on the order of 1000, so there is not any constraint of small vocabulary size 
imposed. Phoneme-based approach is used because there are only limited number of 
phonemes found in Cantonese. We try to divide the syllables into their corresponding 
phonemes and tones according to the phonology of Cantonese. A hierarchical neural 
networks system is designed to recognize the phonemes and tones, and to recognize 
the syllables by integrating the recognition results of the phonemes and tones. Since 
each speaker has to provide a large set of speech data, we have collected speech data 
for speaker-dependent recognition only. So, experiments are done at speaker-
dependent setting only. 
In this thesis，the phonology of Cantonese is introduced in the next chapter. 
The review on automatic speech recognition systems is given in chapter 3. Chapter 4 
discusses about the Cantonese speech corpus and the speech database acquisition. 
The feature parameters extraction process of the speech signal is described in chapter 
5 in details. Chapter 6 shows the design of our speech recognition system. The 
computer experiments and the discussions on their results are given in chapter 7. 
Chapter 8 suggests some further works. The last chapter gives the conclusions. 
1 There exists some Cantonese syllables collected in some old syllabaries, such as Wong 
(1941), which are not known by the people nowadays anymore. These "out-dated" syllables 
are excluded in our system. 
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2 The Phonology of Cantonese 
There are over 10000 characters in Chinese language. In the standard 
traditional Chinese character set used by computers, there are 13053 characters 
defined. According to Wong (1941), all Chinese characters are pronounced as around 
1800 different syllables in Cantonese dialect. 
Cantonese is a monosyllabic language, which means that every written 
Chinese character is pronounced as a single syllable. Cantonese is also a tonal 
language, which means that syllables pronounced with different tones (at different 
pitches) give different meanings and Chinese characters in most cases. For examples, 
the syllable /mai/ can mean either "buy"(買）or "sell"(賣)，according to the tone it is 
pronounced with. 
According to the phonology of Cantonese (Hashimoto, 1972), a Cantonese 
syllable consists of two parts: syllabic structure and tone. For example, for the 
syllable corresponding to the character "班"，the syllabic structure is /ban/ and the 
tone is tone 1. The syllabic structure consists of two parts: an optional initial (the 
phoneme which begins the syllable) and a final (the rhyme which ends the syllable). A 
final can further be divided into a syllabic segment and an optional ending. In the 
previous example (/ban/), the initial is /b/, the final is /an/, the syllabic segment is /a/ 
andjhe ending is /n/. The composition of a Cantonese syllable is shown in Figure 2.1. 
I //""“/(optional) 
I Syllabic Structure ( + / Syllabic Segment 
Syllable ( + � F i n a l ( + 
Tone 力容(optional) 
Figure 2.1 The Composition of a Cantonese Syllable 
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2.1 The Syllabic Structure of Cantonese Syllable 
There are totally 19 initials and 53 finals (composed of 10 syllabic segments 
and 8 endings) in Cantonese. The initial can be null, a consonant or a glide. The 
syllabic segment can be a vowel or a syllabic nasal consonant. The ending can be 
either null, a glide (forming diphthong with vowel from syllabic segment), a nasal or a 
plosive stop consonant. A summary of the basic phonetic units of Cantonese is given 
in Table 2.1. 
Classes (Number) Sub-Classes Phonetic Units 
Aspirated Plosives p，t, k, kw 
Non-aspirated Plosives b, d，g, gw 
Initials (19) Affricatives ts, dz 
Fricatives s, f； h 
Lateral 1 
Nasals m, n, ^ 
Glides j, w 
Vowels a, E , e/e, i, O/o, oe, u, y 
Syllabic Segments (10) Syllabic Nasals m, g 
I 
Glides i/y, u 
—Etidings (8) Nasals m, n, t) 
Plosive Stops p, t，k 
Tones (9) Non-entering tones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
Entering tones 7, 8，9 
Table 2.1 Basic Phonetic Units of Cantonese 
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One of the Cantonese phonetic concatenation rules is that only 53 
combinations of the syllabic segments and endings are valid to iormfinals. These 53 
valid finals are shown in Table 2.2. 
Endings 
Finals null Glides Nasals Plosives 
i/y u m n r| p t k 
a a ai au am an ai] ap at ak 
E 它 i 它u em 过 ei) ^p 飞 t ^k 
s/e 8 ei 81] sk 
Vowels i i iu im in ii] ip it ik 
Syllabic O/o 0 Oi ou On Dt] � t Ok 
Segments oe oe oey oen oe^ oet oek 
u u ui im ui] ut uk 
Y Y ^ ^ 
Syllabic m m 
Nasals T) T] 
I » 
Table 2.2 The 53 Valid Finals in Cantonese 
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2.2 The Tone System of Cantonese 
A summary on the Cantonese tone system is shown in Table 2.3. 
Tone Numbers Traditional Class Names Pitch Values 
1 Upper Level (陰平） 5,5 or 5,3 
2 Upper Rising (陰上) 3，5 
3 . Upper Going (陰去） 3，3 
4 Lower Level (陽平） 2,1 or 1,1 
5 Lower Rising (陽上) 1,3 
6 Lower Going (陽去) 2,2 
7 (1) Upper Entering (陰入） 5,5 
8 (3) Middle Entering (中入） 3,3 
9(6) Lower Entering (陽入） 2,2 
Table 2.3 Cantonese Tone System 
In the above table, the tone numbers and the Chinese traditional class names 
are adopted from Chow & Yiu (1988). The English translation of the traditional class 
names are adopted from Wong (1941). The pitch values are adopted from Ho 
(1987). The tone numbers in brackets are for the 6-tone system. 
一 The two digits for the pitch values denote the beginning and the ending pitch 
values respectively. The digits 1, 2, 3，4, 5 are corresponding to "do", "re", "mi", "fa" 
and "so" (the first, second, third, fourth and fifth notes in the musical octave) in 
music. According to Ho (1987), these pitch values, which are used by the traditional 
plionologists, give a general picture only. It does not mean that there are no 
differences among the pitch ranges and keys when the people speak. For examples, 
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some people pronounced the syllable in tones 3 and 8 with the pitch values 4,4. 
However, the values can give the relative pitch levels of the tones spoken by all the 
people. For examples, tone 3 must be higher than tone 6; tone 3 must have the same 
pitch values as tone 8 and tone 6 must have the same pitch values as tone 9. 
There are two main kinds of viewpoints on the number of tones in Cantonese. 
The traditional one suggested that there are 9 tones in Cantonese and the modem one 
suggested that there are only 6 tones in Cantonese. The difference is due to the 
viewpoints on "entering tones"(入聲) .In the traditional Chinese phonology, tone 
does not only relate to pitch levels, but also relates to ending phonemes. For 
examples,"幻"(/wan/ in tone 6) and "滑"(/wat/ in tone 9) are regarded as having the 
same base syllable but different tones, though their pitch levels are the same. 
Traditional Chinese phonologists regard that their differences are in tones rather than 
in finals, because their endings /n/ and /t/ have common places of articulation. 
Similar cases exist on between ImJ and /p/ and also between /-q/ and f\d. 
So, in the 9-tone system, these 9 tones can be divided into two main groups: 6 
non-entering tones and 3 entering tones. All syllables in entering tones must have 
plosive stops endings (/p/’ /t/ or fkJ) and all syllables in non-entering tones must have 
either null ending, glide endings (/i/y/ or /u/) or nasal endings {ImJ, /n/ or /T)/). Since 
the syllables in entering tones have stop endings’ they can be characterized by their 
relatively shorter duration. 
On the other hand, in the 6-tone system, there is no division between entering 
tones and non-entering tones. The original 3 entering tones (upper entering, middle 
entering and lower entering) are combined with 3 other non-entering tones (upper 
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level, upper going and lower going) to form tones 1，3 and 6 respectively. This is 
possible only when the pair of tones have same pitch value. 
As the differences between syllables in non-entering tones and in entering 
tones are quite significant, the traditional 9-tone system is adopted in our design. 
Also, the rule that "syllables are pronounced in entering tones if and only if they have 
plosive stop endings" can be taken as one of the Cantonese phonetic concatenation 
rule for further usage in the recognition task. 
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3 Review of Automatic Speech 
Recognition Systems 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the study of how to make computers acquire the 
human ability. One of the important human ability is perception. Perception is 
regarded as a difficult task because it involves noisy analog signals. Among the 
various ways of perception, hearing (including speech recognition) and vision are 
studied extensively in artificial intelligence research. We shall review some of the 
existing speech recognition systems in this chapter. 
3 • 1 Hidden Markov Model Approach 
The current best performing speech recognition algorithms use Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) techniques (Lippmann, 1989). HMM is one of the 
statistically modeling methods. In speech recognition, HMM tries to capture the 
relationships between a speech unit (e.g. a word) and its acoustic signal stochastically. 
The HMM approach provides a framework which includes an efficient 
decoding algorithm for use in recognition and an automatic supervised training 
algorithm Let us take isolated word speech recognition as an example to briefly 
describe what have to be done in the HMM approach. For each word in the 
vocabulary, we must build an HMM. Then, for each unknown word which is to be 
recognized, we calculate the model likelihood for all possible models, and then select 
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the word whose model likelihood is the highest as the recognized word (Rabiner, 
1989). 
Since HMM theory does not specify the structure of implementation 
hardware, high computation and memory are required for large vocabulary, 
continuous speech recognition using current algorithms. 
3.2 Neural Networks Approach 
The performance of current speech recognition systems is far below that of 
humans. As the model based on the biological nervous system, neural networks offer 
the potential of providing massive parallelism, adaptation, and new algorithmic 
approaches to the problems in speech recognition (Lippmann, 1989). There are 
several neural network approaches to deal with the speech recognition problems. 
Some of them are discussed below. 
3.2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptions (MLP) 
MLP classifiers have been applied to speech recognition problems more often 
than other neural network classifiers. There are excellent speaker-dependent MLP 
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recognizers using small sets of words and digits. They have the similar recognition 
accuracy as that ofHMM recognizers (Lippmann, 1989). 
As shown in Figure 3.1，MLP contains one input layer, one output layer and 
one to many hidden layers. To deal with the speech recognition problem, the feature 
parameters of the speech signal are applied to the input layer. The output layer is 
expected to give the recognition result: one node for each of the speech recognition 
goals. Hidden layers are required for good performance. They provide better 
performance, faster training and higher probability of convergence as compared with 
single-layer perceptron. An analysis indicated that hidden nodes often become feature 
detectors and differentiate between subsets of sound types such as consonants versus 
vowels (Lippmann, 1989). 
Output 
應 — 
Q Q . . . Q Q . . . X ) Hidden Layer 
^ V ••• V Input Layer 
Input 
Figure 3.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron 
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3.2.2 Time-Delay Neural Networks (TDNN) 
Waibel et al (1989) had proposed a Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) 
approach to speech recognition. The time-delay arrangement enables the network to 
discover acoustic-phonetic features and the temporal relationships between them, 
independent of position in time, and hence is not blurred by temporal shifts in the 
input. 
The basic unit in most of the neural networks computes the weighted sum of 
its inputs and then passes the sum through a nonlinear function operator. In TDNN, 
the basic unit is modified by introducing delays D^ through as shown in Figure 3.2. 
T w \ 
• � ^ Sigmoi^ Q 
午 
w 1 
Figure 3.2 A Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) basic unit 
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inputs are now multiplied by several weights, one for each delay and one 
for the undelayed input before the sum is confuted. In this way, the unit has the 
ability to relate and compare current input to the past history of events. 
The overall architecture of a TDNN is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that there 
are fixed delays among the input frames. IHe nodes are not fully connected between 
every two layers. 
"B" "D" "G" 
Output Layer O ^ ^？ 
— ^ ^ … ： 
Hidden Layer 1 • : ： : : * • • • • • • • • 
m m l y loj i£j 
^ 16 spectral coefficients 
Input Layer •: ： ： ： Per frame 
^ ^ 
Figure 3.3 Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) 
backpropagation learning algorithm is used to train the TDNN. However, 
the wights of the corresponding connections in the time-shifted copies must be 
constrained to be the same. To achieve this, the regular backpropagation forward and 
backward passes are applied to all time-shifted copies as if they were separate events. 
Rather than changing the weights on time-shifted connections separately, each weight 
on corresponding connections is updated by the same value，which is the average of 
all corresponding time-delayed weight changes. 
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3.2.3 Recurrent Neural Networks 
Recurrent neural networks are neural networks with recurrent connections as 
shown in Figure 3.4. They have not been used as extensively for speech recognition 
problems as feed-forward (Le. MLP) neural networks because they are more difficult 
to train, analyze and design. Many types of recurrent neural networks have been 
proposed that can be trained with modified forms of backpropagation training 
algorithm (Lippmann, 1989). There are interests on using recurrent neural networks 
to deal with the speech recognition problems because the recurrent connections make 
the neural networks capable to accept time varying inputs. 
Outputs 
y(t) ^ ^ ^ m i i i i r ^ 
Hidden Nodes / I JJ 
Inputs "States", y(t-l) ( " J 
x(t) 
Figure 3.4 A Recurrent Neural Network 
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3.3 Integrated Approach 
There is a trend to integrate multi-layer perception classifiers with 
conventional HMM recognizers to deal with the speech recognition problems. This 
may lead to improved recognition accuracy by combining the good discrimination of 
neural network classifiers with the automatic scoring and training algorithms used in 
HMM recognizers (Lippmann, 1989). 
A multi-layer perceptron can be used to decrease the error rate of an HMM 
recognizer (Huang & Lippmann, 1988). The Viterbi backtraces from the HMM 
recognizer can be used to segment input speech frames and average HMM probability 
scores for segments are provided as inputs to the MLP classifier. 
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3.4 Mandarin and Cantonese Speech Recognition 
Systems 
Some works on Mandarin and Cantonese speech recognition have been 
investigated (Yang et al, 1988; Liu et al, 1989; Chang et al, 1990; Wang et al, 1991; 
Cheng, 1991; Ng, 1992; Lee et al, 1993). The recognizer used, the vocabulary size 
and the accuracy for both tone and syllable recognition are summarized as follows in 
Table 3.1. 
-、：， • 
Voca- Tone Syllable 
Speech Recog- bulary Recognition Recognition 
nizer Size Accuracy Accuracy 
Yang etal, 1988 72 S.D.:- 98.33% — 
HMM S.I.:- 96.53% 
Uuetal, 1989 Mandarin 72 S.I.:- 97.9% ‘ - -
Chang a/, 1990 148 S.I.:- 93.8% — 
Wang etal, 1991 1300 S.D.:- 97.92% S.D.:- 90.14% 
MLP S.D.:- 87% 
Cheng, 1991 234 M.S.:- 77% — 
S.I.:- 73% 
Ng, 1992 Cantonese HMM 108 M.S.:- 94.2% M.S.:- 92.0% 
^ +MLP 
hQQetal, 1993 MLP 234 S.D.> 89.0% — 
M.S.:- 87.6% 
S.D. - speaker-dependent M.S. - multi-speaker S.I. - speaker-independent 
Table 3.1 Summary of Previous Works on Mandarin and Cantonese Speech 
Recognition 
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Note that the tone and syllable recognition may be done in different modes, 
including speaker-dependent, multi-speaker and speaker-independent. Speaker-
dependent mode refers to that both training and testing data are obtained from the 
same single speaker. Multi-speaker mode refers to that both training and testing use 
data obtained from the same group of speakers. Speaker-independent mode refers to 
that training uses one group of speakers and testing uses a separate group with no 
common members. 
As the official spoken language of Chinese, development of Mandarin speech 
recognition is much matured than Cantonese. Chang et al (1990) announced that the 
tone recognition itself as a problem is not trivial, though there are only 4 tones in 
Mandarin. So, much efforts should be paid on this problem. 
Cantonese tone system is more complicated than the Mandarin one because 
Cantonese tone system uses both the variation of pitch to characterize different tones 
while the Mandarin one uses only the variation of pitch to distinguish among the tones 
(Cheng, 1991). Also, there are 9 tones in Cantonese, which is more than twice of that 
in Mandarin (which has only 4 tones), the difficulties of Cantonese tone classification 
are thus increased accordingly. This can be shown by the difference in the recognition 
accuracy between Mandarin and Cantonese tone recognition. 
Note that all the vocabulary size of the speech recognition systems except 
Wang et aPs (i.e. including all the Cantonese systems) are just on the order of 100, 
which is regarded as moderate vocabulary in Table 1.1. A larger vocabulary size will 
increase the difficulties of the recognition problems accordingly. 
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4 The Speech Corpus and Database 
Since there was no established Cantonese speech database for automatic 
speech recognition, a new speech corpus has been designed and the corresponding 
database has been established. 
-、：, • 
4.1 Design of the Speech Corpus 
To develop a large vocabulary isolated Cantonese syllable recognition system, 
the aim of the design of the new speech corpus is to cover all known Cantonese 
syllables. However, the number of all Cantonese syllables varies according to 
different Cantonese syllabaries (Wong, 1941; Hashimoto, 1972; NTTCLRC, 1980; 
Chow & Yiu, 1987). It is because the vocabulary of the Cantonese dialect is varying 
from time to time and also from place to place. Many syllables may exist in the 
colloquial speech but no corresponding written Chinese characters can be found. 
Also, some of the distinctions among the syllables are not known by most of the 
Cantonese-speaking people nowadays. So, a set of 1470 different syllables is selected 
as the full set of Cantonese syllables in this project on the following basis: 
n They are known by most of the Cantonese-speaking people nowadays 
(especially those who live in Hong Kong). 
n There are known written Chinese characters corresponding to them. 
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These 1470 selected Cantonese syllables fully cover all Cantonese phonemes 
(19 initials + 1 null initial and 53 finals (with 10 syllabic segments and 8 endings + 1 
null ending)). If the tone is neglected, there are still 572 distinct syllables in the 
corpus. 
To deal with the case of polyphonies in Cantonese (i.e. multi-pronunciation of 
written Chinese characters), a single Chinese word or phrase consisting two to four 
written Chinese characters is associated with each syllable in full set list to remind the 
speaker what the desired syllables are. The order of the syllables in the list is the same 
as that in NTTCLRC's (1980) syllabary. This Cantonese syllable fiill set list is 
provided in Appendix A. 
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4.2 Speech Database Acquisition 
All recording work was done on computer directly in a quiet room with echo 
suppression. The speech signals were first filtered by a lowpass filter with 4 kHz 
bandwidth, quantized by a 14-bit A/D converter at 10 kHz sampling rate, and stored 
as files in disk directly. No recording tapes were used. 
One male speaker bom and educated in Hong Kong was asked to provided all 
the training and testing database. Each utterance was uttered in isolated syllable. 
Two trials of recording, each providing a set of 1470 utterances according to the 
speech corpus, were done. To ensure the speaker to give the correct pronunciation of 
the syllable, especially for the cases of polyphonies in Cantonese, the speaker was 
asked to speak out the provided Chinese word or phrase that associated to the syllable 
before the recording of each isolated syllable. 
The 1470 utterances are divided into 7 groups. Each group consists of 210 
utterances. Short break time is allowed after recording of each group of utterances. 
Normalization of tone feature parameters will be done on each group of utterances to 
avoid pitch range and speaking speech variation due to long time recording or 
recording at different time. The normalization procedure is described later in section 
5.5. 
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5 Feature Parameters Extraction 
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5.1 Endpoint Detection 
To locate the endpoints (the start point and the end point) of the syllable from 
the speech signals, we have adopted the modified version of the voiced portion 
detection algorithm from Lee et al (1993). The difference between our endpoint 
detection algorithm and Lee et aPs voiced portion endpoint detection algorithm is that 
different start points are desired. Since Lee et al worked on tone classification, they 
only tried to locate the start point ofthe voiced portion of the syllable and the leading 
unvoiced portion of the syllable was ignored. However, we have to keep the 
unvoiced portion ofthe syllable for syllable recognition and thus try to locate the start 
point ofthe syllable including the unvoiced portion. 
Our endpoint detection algorithm is described below. The speech signals are 
first divided into several time frames. The frame length is 10ms and the time shift is 
5ms (i.e. 50% overlapping). The frame energy and zero-crossing rate is calculated for 
each frame. The endpoints ofthe syllable in the speech signal are mainly determined 
by the frame energies. However, to deal with the low-energy unvoiced initials, the 
frame zero-crossing rates are also considered. From the middle ofthe signal, search 
backward until the frame energy is just less than a threshold and the frame zero-
crossing rate is just below another threshold, then the start point of the syllable is 
located. The end point ofthe syllable is located similarly by searching forward until 
the frame energy is just less than the threshold. With the two endpoints, the speech 
sequence {S(n)} without leading and trailing silence or noise is given. 
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5.2 Speech Processing 
The speech data are pre-emphasized using a first-order filter with transform 
function 1 - 0.95z"l for spectral flattening and then applied with a Hamming window. 
The frame length for analysis is 25.6ms and the frame shift is 10ms. From each frame 
of speech signals (say i-th frame), a set of 12-order LPC (Linear Prediction Coding) 
coefficients {a(i,z)} is computed using autocorrelation method (Markel & Gray，Jr., 
1 9 7 6 ) . Finally, the corresponding LPC smoothed log-an^)litude spectra and the LPC-
derived cepstral coefficients {c(i,z)} are obtained. The log-amplitude spectra are then 
used in the speech segmentation, while the cepstral coefficients are used as input 
parameters for phoneme recognition. 
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5.3 Speech Segmentation 
The aim of speech segmentation is to divide the syllable into its corresponding 
phonemic segments. In this case, the phonemes can be used as the classification unit 
rather than using the whole syllable. 
The idea of the implicit segmentation method proposed by van Hemert (1991) 
is adopted in a modified way. It makes use of the normalized correlation coefficient 
between the LPC smoothed log-amplitude spectra of every two frames in the 
utterance as a measure of frame similarity. Then the phoneme boundaries are 
identified as indicated by the low values in correlation measure as shown in Figure 
5.2. 
low correlation low correlation 
/ | \ h i g h / | \ 
1 � correlation ^ 1 hifh 
^gn 丨 Z � 丨 correlation 
correlation ! , | ^ 
I j 
initial j syllabic segment i ^f^ding 
phoneme phoneme 
I …boundary s y l l a b l e — — ^ ^ ^ — — I 
Figure 5.2 Segmentation of Syllable into Phonemes 
In this method, the correlation coe伍dent of i-th frame and j-th frame (Cy) is 
calculated for every i and j. Then we locate the two frame indexes m (say ml and ml, 
with ml < ml) that the expression max(Cm-2，m , Cm-2,m+l , Cm-l，m，Cm-l,m+l) gives 
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the two smallest values, ml and ml are taken as the segmentation marks, and then 
the syllable would be segmented into three parts: (Fq.•…Fmi-i), (Fmi .…Fm2-1)， 
(Fm2…"Fn). We assume these three parts are corresponding to the initial, syllabic 
segment and ending respectively, e.g. the three parts segmented from /but/ are /b/, /u/ 
and 1x1 accordingly. 
Note that this segmentation algorithm always divides a syllable into three 
segments, however, as stated in chapter 2, a Chinese syllable may consist 1, 2 or 3 
phonemes according to the cases of whether the initial or ending are missing. 
Therefore, we have to make some assumptions on the extra parts segmented on such 
cases. For the case of missing initial, we treat the first part as a new class of zero 
initial /Of, as given in the traditional Cantonese phonology. For the case of missing 
ending, we treat the third part just as the duplication of the second part (i.e. syllabic 
segment). For examples, /a/ becomes /0/+/a/+/a/, /uk/ becomes /0/+/u/+/k/ and /si/ 
becomes /s/+/i/+/i/. 
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5.4 Phoneme Feature Extraction 
Each phonemic segment (including initial, syllabic segment and ending) 
provided by the segmentation of the syllable is further divided into two equal parts. 
For each of these two parts (say k-th part ofj - th phonemic segment), a reference set 
of 12-order LPC-derived cepstral coefficients {C(j，k，l)，C(j，k，2)，•••，C(j，k，12)} is 
selected by calculating the cluster pseudocenter (Wilpon, 1985) from cepstral . 
coefficients {c(i，z)} of that part of speech using quefrency weighted cepstral distance 
measure (Tohkura, 1987). 
Also, the log-energy log E(j) and duration D(j) of the j-th phonemic segment 
are also calculated. So, there are 26 feature parameters {C(j，l，l)，C(j，l，2)，••， 
CO,1,12), CO,2,1), C(j，2，2)，••，C(j，2，12)，log E(j)，DO)} altogether being used for 
the j-th phoneme classifier. 
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5.5 Tone Feature Extraction 
The tone feature extraction algorithm and the selection of the set of feature 
parameters for tone recognition of isolated Cantonese syllables below is adopted from 
Lee et al {1992). 
A modified version of the 3-level center clipped pitch extraction algorithm 
proposed by Sondhi (1968) is employed. First of all, any unvoiced consonants in the 
beginning of the syllables are not taken into consideration. It is because for an 
isolated Cantonese syllable, the information concerning the tone is only carried by the 
voiced portion of the utterance. This is done by skipping the leading frames with 
frame zero-crossing rates greater than the threshold. The detected voiced portion of 
the speech signals is then divided into 16 equal frames with 50% overlapping. For 
each frame，the largest peak of the filtered and normalized correlation sequence of the 
3-level center clipped speech signal is taken as the pitch period of the speech segment. 
Then, a sequence of pitch values {P(l), P(2), •••，P(r), •••，P(16)} can be given by 
calculating the reciprocal of the detected pitch periods of the 16 frames. 
The initial pitch Pj, final pitch Pp, pitch rising index Ir , duration of voiced 
portion Dy and energy drop rate R© are used as the 5 feature parameters in 
determining the tone of the speech utterance. The first 3 parameters are pitch-related 
while the last 2 parameters are duration-related. The definitions of these feature 
parameters are as follows: 
a. P i = P ( 3 ) 严 ) (5.1) 
b. P F = P ( 1 3 ) 广 ) (5.2) 
where P(r) is the detected pitch of the r-th frame. 
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Max{P(r)}-Min{P(r)} 3 … 丄‘ 
• R Max{P(r)}+Min{P(r)} ' 
/ I forar^Max{P(r)} > argMm{P(T)} 
where k = f�r“rgMax{P(r)} S 
Note that the sign of I r indicates whether the pitch level within an utterance 
rises or drops with time while the magnitude of I r measures the degree of such rise 
or drop in the pitch level. 
d. DY = duration of detected voiced portion 
e. Rd = reciprocal of the time for energy declining from 90% to 10% in 
smoothed frame energy at the rear part of the speech signal 
Though the experiments are performed in a speaker-dependent setting, 
normalization of the pitch-related and duration-related parameters is still needed to 
deal with the temporal fluctuation of pitch-related and duration-related parameters. 
This is because the pitch level and speed of speaking of the same speaker may vary to 
some extent from time to time. Both the pitch level and the speed of speaking can be 
affected by emotional, stylistic and environmental factors. 
Normalization is done on each group of 210 utterances mentioned in section 
4.2. "The normalization procedure of the pitch-related parameters is done by simply 
dividing the parameters by a normalization factor Pg. In our case, Pg is defined as the 
mean of the initial pitch values of a subset of the 210 utterances. 24 utterances of 
tones 2, 4, 5, 6 (6 utterances for each tone) are pre-selected to form the subset. Note 
that only PJ and Pp are needed to be normalized. Although IR is also a pitch-related 
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parameter, it has no need to be normalized. It is because I r has a self-normalizing 
property. 
The normalization procedure of the duration-related parameters is similar to 
that of the pitch-related parameters, i.e. dividing the parameters by normalization 
factors. The normalization factors for Dy and Rq are Dgy and Rsd respectively. 
Dsv and Rsd are defined as the mean o fDy and Rj) values of the same pre-selected 
24 utterances as for Pg. 
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6 The Design of the System 
In general, a speech recognition system can be divided into two basic 
functional units as shown in Figure 6.1. The first unit is the feature extraction unit 
and the second one is the classification unit. The feature extraction unit extracts a set 
of feature parameters from the speech signal, and the classification unit classifies the 
speech signal by the feature parameters extracted. 
Speech Feature Classification 
Signal Feature Parameters classification Result 
• Exj 巧 on ^ Unit • 
Unit 
Figure 6.1 Diagram of a Speech Recognition System 
The design of the feature extraction unit depends on what kinds of feature 
parameters are used in the classification unit. We shall concentrate on discussion of 
the design of the classification unit in this chapter. The design of the feature 
extraction unit has already been described in chapter 5. 
In speech recognition, the category for classification can be various, such as a 
word, a syllable or a phoneme. Since Cantonese is a monosyllabic tonal language, 
syllable with tone (will be simply taken as syllable in the following of this thesis) is 
adopted as the basic unit for Cantonese speech recognition in our case. 
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6• 1 Towards Large Vocabulary System 
According to Wong (1941), there are about 1800 different syllables in the 
contemporary Cantonese dialect. In order to facilitate effective recognition of such a 
large vocabulary, simply treating the syllable as a single recognition unit is 
uneconomical. So, techniques of problem decomposition must be introduced. 
In dealing with a syllable of a monosyllabic tonal language, one can sinq)ly 
divide the problem into sub-problems such as classifications of consonants, vowels 
and tones independently. However, Wang et al (1991) proposed a hierarchical neural 
network model for large vocabulary isolated Mandarin speech recognition, as 
Mandarin is also a monosyllabic tonal language. According to their viewpoint, there 
are inter-dependencies between consonants, vowels and tones which may not be 
ignored. 
There are 4 tones, 37 vowels {finals) and 21 consonants {initials) for the 
constitution of 1300 Mandarin syllables. They first used a single tone network for 
tone recognition, and then four vowel networks, each for different tones, for vowel 
recognition. At last, 4x37 consonant networks, each for different tones and vowels, 
were used for consonant recognition. As a result, they used total 153 (= 1 + 4 + 4 x 
37) neural networks to solve the problem. The hierarchical neural network model is 
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Figure 6.2 Wang et a/'s Model for Mandarin Speech Recognition 
From the viewpoint of Cantonese phonology given in the previous chapter, 
there exist basic units including 9 tones, 53 vowels (36 vowels for the 6 non-entering 
tones and 17 vowels for the 3 entering tones), and 19 consonants. If we adopt the 
same hierarchical neural network model as that of Wang et al to the Cantonese speech 
recognition, we have to use a total of 277 (= 1 + 9 + 6 x 36 + 3 x 17) neural networks 
for the problem, which is nearly twice as much as for Mandarin. Since this method 
takes too much efforts in training a large number of artificial neural networks, we 
would use another model in our recognition task. 
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6.2 Overview of the Isolated Cantonese Syllable 
Recognition System 
We suggest to perform phoneme recognition as phonemes are given by the 
segmentation of syllable. Since Cantonese is a tonal language, tone classification is 
also needed as well as phoneme recognition. So, a model of hierarchical neural 
networks as shown in Figure 6.3 is adopted. The phonemes in different positions of 
the syllable (initial, syllabic segment, ending) and tone of each syllable are classified 
separately by the classifiers in the primary level. These recognition results are passed 
into the syllable classifier in the secondary level. Note that there is an ending 
corrector in the intermediate level between the ending classifier and the syllable 
classifier. The arrow from the tone classifier to the ending corrector denotes that the 
results of the ending classifier can be improved with the help of the results of the tone 
classifier. The method oiending correction by tone will be described in section 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 The Model of Hierarchical Neural Networks 
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The recognized syllable can be given by direct concatenation of the recognized 
phonemes and tone. However, invalid Cantonese syllables may be formed. The 
syllable classifier in the secondary level integrates the recognized phonemes and tone 
together to give the recognized syllable with the help of phonetic concatenation rules 
of Cantonese dialect. This syllable classifier can eliminate invalid Cantonese syllables 
by changing the wrong recognition results from one or more classifiers in the primary 
level. 
Conq)ared with the hierarchical model described in the last section, our 
hierarchical model is sin^ler than Wang et aPs. First, Wang et aPs model needs a lot 
of neural networks, a lot of training data and hence a lot of training time. Second, 
their model is much more precise as the classification of syllabic structures for 
different tones are done by different neural networks. However, once the syllable is 
classified wrongly in the first step, no correction can be done later. Our model seems 
to be more flexible by providing possibilities for correction of wrong classification in 
the primary level of the hierarchical model. 
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6.3 The Primary Level: Phoneme Classifiers and Tone 
Classifier 
The well-known MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) neural network (Lippmann, 
1987) is employed in each classifier of the primary level of the system. Every MLP 
neural network has one input layer and one output layer. The number of hidden layers 
in MLP neural network can be various. We use MLP neural network with only one 
hidden layer (i.e. two-layer perceptron), as shown in Figure 6.4, in our system. 
Outputs 
I I I 
Output Layer Oj 
( T ^ . . Hidden Layer H^ 
W _ s vik 
0 0 - - - Q Input Layer 
Feature Parameters 
Figure 6.4 Two-Layer Perceptron 
Different feature parameters of the syllable are fed into the 4 MLP neural 
networks correspondingly. These feature parameters are extracted according to the 
methods described in chapter 5. For every phoneme classifiers, the number of input 
parameters is 26. For the tone classifier, 5 input parameters are used. The number of 
nodes in the input layer is the same as the number of the input parameters. However, 
the number of nodes in the hidden layer is arbitrary assigned. The number of nodes in 
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the output layer the same as the number of classification goals of the MLP neural 
network. 
Since we have adopted a simple speech segmentation algorithm, all the 
syllables are segmented into 3 speech segments. In the cases where the syllables have 
missing initial or ending, there are still speech segments assumed as the initial or 
ending of these syllables. Two new classification goals are added to the phoneme 
classifiers in order to deal with these extra speech segments. They are /O/ in initial 
classifier and /a/s/D/oe/ in ending classifier. There is no need to further divide the 
classification goal /a/s/O/oe/ in ending classifier into sub-goals, because it is just the 
duplication of the syllable segment and these phonemes have already been classified in 
syllabic segment classifier. 
Moreover, each of the following pairs of phonemes: /I/ & haJ, /O/ & /]/ in 
initial and /m/ & /p/ in syllabic segment is merged into a single classification goal. It 
is because most people cannot distinguish between each pair of them (Ho, 1989). By 
treating each of the above pairs as the same phoneme, the number of different 
syllables in the fUU set becomes 1437, which is still 97.8% of the original size (1470). 
The classification goals of the classifiers are summarized in Table 6.1. 
Classifiers Number of Goals Classification Goals 
Initials 18 p, t, k, kw, b, d, g, gw, ts, 
dz, s, f’ h, 1/n, m, 0/r|, j, w 
Syllabic Segment 9 a，它，s/e, i, O/o, oe, u, y, qi/” 
Ending 9 a/s/O/oe, i/y, u, m, n, rj, P, t, k 
Tone 9 tones 1, 2, 3’ 4, 5’ 6, 7，8’ 9 
Table 6.1 Classification Goals of the 4 Classifiers 
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The configurations of the 4 MLP neural networks are summarized in Table 
6.2. 
MLP Number of Number of Number of 
Neural Networks Input Units Hidden Units Output Units 
Initial Classifier ^ 45 IS 
Syllabic Segment Classifier 26 35 9 
Ending Classifier ^ 35 9 
Tone Classifier I 5 I 25 I 9 
Table 6.2 The Configurations of the Neural Networks 
All the MLP neural networks are trained independently by the popular 
backpropagation training algorithm (Rumelhart et al, 1986). Backpropagation is 
gradient descent of mean-squared error as a function of the weights in the neural 
network. The training algorithm is an iterative algorithm which includes two passes: 
forward pass and backward pass. 
During the forward pass, a sample is supplied to the input of the network. 
The outputs of all the neurons at each layer are computed. The computation starts at 
the input layer and forward to the output layer. The outputs of the neurons are given 
by the equations: 
—Hk 二 f a > j i i 丨） （61) 
i 
0^ = f ( Z w , . H J (6.2) 
k 
where Hk and Oj are the outputs of the neurons of input, hidden and output layer 
respectively. Vjj^  and w^j are weights connecting inputs to hidden units and hidden to 
output units respectively. f(x) is the sigmoid function, where 
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= (6.3) 
^ ) l + e-x 
The output of the network is then compared to the desired output and its error is 
calculated. The error function is defined as: 
E =去Z(T厂 Oj) (6.4) 
2 j 
where Tj is the desired value of output Oj. 
During the backward pass, the derivative 5 of this error is then propagated 
back through the network (i.e. from the output layer back to the input layer). The 
derivatives of error 6j for the output layer and for the hidden layer are given as: 
5. = 0 . ( l - 0 . ) ( T . - 0 . ) (6.5) 
5; = H,(1-H,)Z5.W,. (6.6) 
k 
As to decrease the error, all the weights are updated according to the equations: 
A v r = Ti5: i ,+aAvr (6.8) 
where Aw (or Av) is the weight change, r| is the learning rate and a is the momentum 
for adaptive learning. 
These two passes are repeated many times for all training samples until the 
error is reduced below a threshold (i.e. the network converges to produce the desired 
output). 
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6.4 The Intermediate Level: Ending Corrector 
Since there are inter-dependencies among the constituents of a syllable, we can 
first make use of the result from the tone classifier to correct the result from the 
ending classifier. This is the major function of the ending corrector in the 
intermediate level. This correction is based on the rule, which is stated in section 2.2, 
that syllables are pronounced in entering tones if and only if they have plosive stop 
endings. If the utterance is recognized to possess an entering tone, we reset the 
outputs of the nodes representing endings other than plosive stops to the desired 
output value of "0". This is because by so doing we can ensure that the recognized 
ending must be a plosive stop. Otherwise, we reset the outputs of the nodes 
representing plosive stop endings to the desired output value of "0", so that none of 
these nodes can become the winner node (i.e. no plosive stop endings for non-
entering tones). Since the tone classifier provides a more reliable outcome than the 
ending classifier in recognition, it is therefore appropriate to use its result to rectify 
the outputs of the ending classifier. 
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6.5 The Secondary Level: Syllable Classifier 
The recognition of syllables makes use of the classification results of 4 
classifiers in the primary level. Without any syllable classifier, the simplest method to 
give the recognized syllable is to concatenate (i.e. concatenation without correction) 
the results of the phoneme classifiers and the tone classifier. A rightly recognized 
syllable can be given only if all the 4 results ofthe classifiers in the primary level are 
correct. If all the 4 classifiers in the primary level get a recognition rate of 80%, then 
the average syllable recognition rate can only be 40.96% (= (80%)4) and the worst-
case syllable recognition rate is 20% (= 1 - 4 x (1 - 80%)). We can notice that 
without any further enhancement by a syllable classifier, it is very difficult to achieve a 
good syllable recognition. So，a syllable classifier is necessary for improving the 
recognition rate ofthe syllable and hence pays an important role in the whole system. 
For the syllable classifier ofthe secondary level, two different approaches have 
been used. They are concatenation with correction and Fuzzy ART (Adaptive 
Resonance Theory). These approaches will be described in details below. 
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6.5.1 Concatenation with Correction Approach 
For each of the MLP neural networks in the primary level, we select the 
output node with the greatest activation as the winning node. This is called the 
"winner-take-all" strategy. The classification goal represented by the winning node is 
taken as the classification result. 
Next, we concatenate the classification results from the 4 MLP neural 
networks together to form a syllable. If a valid syllable (one of the 1437 syllables in 
the full set) is formed, we take it as the recognized syllable. Otherwise, we select the 
most possible one among the 1437 syllables as the recognized syllable. The method 
of selecting the most possible syllable is as follows: 
1. For every MLP neural network, we normalize its outputs by the following 
steps, such that their sum is equal to unity: 
1.1 Add a small offset to each of the outputs. 
1.2 Divide all the outputs by the sum of all output values. 
2. For every valid syllable in the full set, multiply the 4 output values of the 
output nodes (1 from each MLP neural network) representing the phonemes 
and tone of the syllable together. 
3. Select the valid syllable that has the highest product in step 2. 
Since we have considered the valid syllables in this approach, all the 
inappropriate syllables formed by simple concatenation will not be accepted as the 
recognized syllables. However, it has no irq)rovement on those syllables which are 
wrongly classified as other valid syllables. 
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6.5.2 Fuzzy ART Approach 
Fuzzy ART (Carpenter et al, 1991) is one of the Adaptive Resonance Theory 
(ART) model families. It incorporates computations from fuzzy set theory into the 
a r t 1 neural network, which learns to categorize only binary input patterns. So, 
Fuzzy ART is capable to achieve rapid stable learning of recognition categories in 
response to arbitrary sequences of analog or binary input patterns. Its architecture is 
much more simple than that of ART 2, which is another ART model family that leams 
to categorize either analog or binary input patterns. The outputs of the MLP neural 
networks can be directly used as the inputs of the Fuzzy ART, because the elements 
of outputs of MLP neural networks are also in the interval [0, 1] as required by Fuzzy 
ART. 
Fuzzy ART with complement coding is used as the syllable classifier. The 
outputs from the 4 MLP neural networks in the primary level are grouped together to 
form a vector a of size M. This vector is normalized by complement coding to form 
the input vector I of size 2M. The complement coding process is illustrated in Figure 
6.5. The aim of this input normalization procedure is to deal with the category 
proliferation problem in analog ART systems. 
I=(a，ac) 111 = M 
„ 
a aC= (1-a” l-a】，•••， 
a 
• 
a = (a p a 2，••” 
Figure 6.5 Complement Coding for Normalization of Input vectors 
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The architecture of the syllable classifier in Fuzzy ART is shown in Figure 6.6. 
There are one input layer and one output layer. Adaptive weights are fully connected 
between the two layers. The number of input nodes is twice the number of the input 
parameters if complement coding is used (i.e. 2M). Every output node corresponds 
to a category to be classified. So, the number of output nodes is equal to the 
maximum number of categories that can be discriminated. In our syllable classifier, 
the number of input nodes is 90 (= 2 x (18 + 9 + 9 + 9)) and the number of output 
nodes is 1437 (different syllables in the full set). There is also a vigilance test to 
check the similarity of the input vector and weight vector. 





Figure 6.6 The Fuzzy ART Architecture 
Initially, all adaptive weights are set to 1 and all categories are said to be 
uncommitted. After a category is selected for weights updating, it becomes 
committed. All the adaptive weights are monotone non-increasing and would 
converge. There are other parameters: choice parameter a > 0; learning rate P e [0， 
1]; vigilance parameter p e[0, 1]. 
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The output values of output node j for input vector I is defined by 
O 尸 八― (6.9) 
a+|w7 
where Wy is the weight vector associated with output node j. The fuzzy A N D 
operator 八 is defined by 
(xAy)iEmin(xi，y丨） （610) 
and the norm 丨丨 is defined by 
x| 三 (6.11) 
i = l 




will take place. If this category choice cannot pass the vigilance test, the output Oj is 
reset to -1. A new category choice will be chosen and this process continues until the 
category choice passes the vigilance test. Once the category choice passes the 
vigilance test, the weight vector Wj is updated according to the equation 
w r > = P(IA w( ;”+(1-P) w T (6.13) 
It is useful to combine fast initial learning with a slower rate of forgetting. So, 
the fast-commit slow-recode option is adopted, i.e. p is set to 1 when J is an 
uncommitted node and (3 is restored after the category is committed. This option 
retains the benefit of fast learning (i.e. quick adaptation to inputs that may occur only 
rarely) and prevents features that have already learned from being erroneously 
forgotten in response to noisy inputs. 
So, in the training process, the desired outputs of the MLP neural networks 
for the 1437 syllables and the actual outputs of the MLP neural networks for the 
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training data are learned into the weights of the 1437 categories with the fast-commit 
slow-recode setting directly. In the recognition process, the actual outputs of the 4 
MLP neural networks for the testing data are passed into the syllable classifier 
directly. No learning (i.e. weights updating) will take place at this time. The category 
choice which can pass the vigilance test is taken as the recognized syllable. 
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7 Computer Simulation 
Computer experiments to validate the potential of the proposed isolated 
Cantonese syllable recognition system were done in the speaker-dependent setting. 
All the 1470 isolated Cantonese syllables of the full set were used. 
7• 1 Experimental Conditions 
Since there were two trials in the Cantonese speech database, we use one trial 
as the training data and the another trial as the testing data. 
The parameters used in the backpropagation training processes for the MLP 
neural networks in the primary level are as follows: learning rate ” = 0.1; momentum 
a = 0.3; desired output values Tj: "0" 二 0.1; "1" = 0.9. 
The parameter values in the Fuzzy ART neural network in the secondary level 
are as follows: choice parameter a = 0.05; learning rate (3 = 0.4 for uncommitted node 
and 1 for committed node; vigilance parameter p = 0.8. 
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12 Experimental Results of the Primary Level 
Classifiers 
Tables 7.1 to 7.8 are the confusion matrices for the 4 MLP classifiers in the 
primary level on the training and testing data. 
^ 丄 丄 丄 ; 上 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 W Total Accuracy 
p 63 A A A A A A A A A A A - Q - A A A J 0 63 100.0% 
t 0 7 4 0 A A A J L A A A A A A A A A Q 。 7 4 1 0 0 . 0 % 
k 0 1 49 O__Q_ _ ( ) _ _ ^ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ j 0 _ _ 0 _ _Q 0 51 96.1% 
^ 丄 丄 丄 丄 上 上 丄 i ! 上 丄 i 丄 ！ i — 0 0 14 85.7% 
b 丄 丄 丄 上 丄 ！ ！ 』 0 0 76 97.4% 
d 0 1 � 9 3 96.8% 
_ _ 0 0 0 103 99.0% 
^ A A - L A A A A A A A A A A Q 0 0 28 9 2 . 9 % 
ts A A - i L A A A A J L l i ^ - l - A - Q - A A A A � 0 i i 4 1 0 0 . 0 % 
丄 丄 上 上 上 上 ！ 丄 ！ i — 0 0 0 123 98.4% 
s 0 A A J L A A A A - L A I H - L A A A A 0 0 133 1 0 0 . 0 % 
F 0 0 0 A J L A A A A A A 0 0 5 3 1 0 0 . 0 % 
H 0 0 A A A A A - Q - A A A A L I L A A J 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 . 0 % 
i/n 0 0 A A A A A A - g - A A A A l j ^ A A 0 0 i35 1 0 0 . 0 % 
m 0 0 1 0 7 9 98.7% 
0/T| 0 丄 丄 J L I M I M ! 丄 0 6 9 1 0 7 1 9 7 . 2 % 
丄 0 0 0 0 J L U m m 0 0 0 89 0 89 100.0% 
W 0 0 0 0 ！ 0 o | o | o | o | o | o | o | o | o | o 1601 60 1 1 0 0 . 0 % 
Table 7.1 Confusion Matrix of Initial Classifier on Training Data 
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Initial^__t__k kw b d g gw ts dz s _ _ ^ j 1/n m 0/” j w Total Accuracy 
丄丄丄丄丄上丄！上丄！丄丄！丄！- 0 1 63 41.3% 
_ t _ _ 二 2 丄 丄 ！ 上 丄 上 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 6 0 74 51.4% 
_ k _ _ 二 丄 • 丄 丄 上 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 2 0 51 35.3% 
丄丄丄丄上丄丄丄丄！丄丄 i i _ 0 0 1 14 28.6% 
_ b _ _ 丄 丄 上 二 丄 丄 1 丄 丄 ！ 丄 丄 丄 丄 — 0 2 0 76 67.1% 
__^丄上上上！丄丄丄丄上丄丄！丄2 2 2 93 68.8% 
丄丄丄21丄•^丄二丄丄丄丄丄丄丄丄1 3 2 103 55.3% 
gw 丄 丄 上 丄 丄 上 丄 二 ！ 0 1 3 28 60.7% 
t s 丄 丄 丄 J L 丄 J L 丄 丄 i l j l i l 丄 丄 上 丄 ！ 0 0 114 44.7% 
上丄丄！上 J _ _ L 丄 m j ^ i i 丄丄丄丄 1 2 1 123 45.5% 
_ s _ _ o o o 133 73.7% 
f ！上丄上上1丄！丄丄丄亚丄丄！_o 1 0 53 75.5% 
h 丄 丄 丄 上 上 J _ _ 2 2 111 70.3% 
J M _ _ ^ 丄 丄 上 丄 ！ 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 1 1 6 1 135 64.4% 
m 1 0 79 64.6% 
•！^丄上 J i m ! 上 丄 i i ! 丄 丄 23 3 0 71 32.4% 
丄 0 2 65 0 89 73.0% 
w 3 1 _0_J_ 0 1 0 I 4 I 1 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 4 I 2 I 2 I 0 I 1 I 3 7 I 6 0 1 6 1 . 7 % 
Table 7.2 Confusion Matrix of Initial Classifier on Testing Data 
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s.s. a V s/e i Q/o oe u v m/r] Total Accuracy 
a 279 1 0 _ _ 0 0 _ _ 0 1 1 0 0 291 95.9% 
_ _ 0 281 0 0 _ _ 2 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 0 284 98.9% 
s/e 0 _ _ 0 101 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 0 102 99.0% 
i _ o 0 0 258 0 0 0 0 0 258 100-0% 
O/o 0 0 0 0 221 0 1 0 0 222 99.5% 
oe 0 0 _ _； 0 0 0 101 3 0 0 104 97.1% 
u __0 0 0 0 0 0 137 0 0 137 100.0% 
y 0 0 __0 0 0 0 0 68 0 68 100.0% 
m / ” | o | o | o | o | o | o | o | o | 4 4 | 100.0% 
Table 7.3 Confusion Matrix of Syllabic Segment Classifier on Training Data 
S.S. a g/e i O/o oe u v v^vi Total Accuracy 
a 250 15 1 3 _ _ 1 0 2 _ _ 1 0 0 0 291 85.9% 
p ^ 1Q9 11 91 8 12 35 1 1 284 67.6% 
s/e 0 _ _ 7 _ _ ^ _ _ 7 _ _ q 1 2 _ _ 0 0 102 83.3% 
_ i 1 15 2 224 3 2 6 5 0 258 86.8% 
O/o 10 21 1 2 156 5 27 0 0 222 70.3% 
oe 2 _ _ 1 6 2 _ _ 1 0 0 61 11 2 0 104 58.7% 
u— J 1 7 0 14 9 6 98 1 0 137 71.5% 
y 0 0 0 7 0 0 2 59 0 68 86.8% 
mlvj 0 0 l | 3 | o | o | o | o | 0 4 0.0% 
Table 7.4 Confusion Matrix oi Syllabic Segment Classifier on Testing Data 
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Ending a/s/Q/oe i/y_____u__m__n____3___£ t _ _ _ _ j j . Total Accuracy 
a/s/O/oe 114 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 7 _ _ 1 3 2 _ _ 8 6 . 4 % 
i/y 0 259 0 _ _ 0 _ _ J 0 _ _ 0 1 0 263 98.5% 
u 0 1 190 0 _ _ 7 _ _ 3 _ _ 0 _ _ 2 _ _ _ 7 210 90.5% 
m 0 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 7 7 _ _ 1 9 _ _ 5 0 1 0 102 75.5% 
n 0 0 0 0 240 10 0 0 0 250 96.0% 
^ 0 0 1 1 _ _ 1 4 251 0 4 0 271 92.6% 
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 13 39 66.7% 
t 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 85 1 86 98.8% 
k 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 117 I 117 I 100.0% 
Table 7.5 Confusion Matrix of Ending Classifier on Training Data 
Ending a/s/o/oe i/y u m n ” £ t k Total Accuracy 
a/8/o/oe 83 1 _ _ 6 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 4 _ _ 1 _ _ 2 _ _ 3 5 132__62.9% 
i/v 0 189 4 4 22 6 0 32 6 263 71.9% 
u 0 0 153 1 2 3 _ _ 4 0 4 _ _ 2 5 210 72.9% 
m 3 0 5 25 29 26 0 11 3 102 24.5% 
n 0 0 5 0 211 31 1 2 0 250 84.4% 
2 3 1 � 5 48 158 0 21 11 271 58.3% 
p — 12 _ 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 4 9 39 28.2% 
t 0 6 2 0 6 0 0 64 8 86 74.4% 
k 7 3 2 1 0 I 1 I 2 I 6 I 95 I 117 I 81.2% 
Table 7.6 Confusion Matrix of Ending Classifier on Testing Data 
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Tone 1 2 _ J 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total Accuracy 
1 271 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 276 98.2% 
_ 2 0 217 0 0 _ _ 4 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 221 98.2% 
3 0 205 0 0 9 0 1 0 218 94.0% 
4 0 0 0 209 0 0 0 0 1 210 99.5% 
5 0 __2 1 0 106 0 0 0 0 109 97.2% 
6 0 0 _6 0 0 186 0 0 2 194 95.9% 
7 1 0 n 0 0 0 66 0 0 67 98.5% 
8 0 _ 0 2 0 0 0 0 80 4 86 93.0% 
9 _ o 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 2 I 87 I 89 I 97.8% 
Table 7.7 Confusion Matrix of Tone Classifier on Training Data 
Tone 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 Total Accuracy 
1 270 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 276 97.8% 
2 0 218 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 221 98.6% 
3 1 4 193 0 0 20 0 0 0 218 88.5% 
4 __o 8 1 189 9 1 0 1 1 210 90.0% 
5 1 2 0 1 103 2 0 0 0 109 94.5% 
6 0 __4 6 5 9 170 0 0 0 194 87.6% 
� 2 0 0 0 0 0 58 5 2 67 86.6% 
8 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 64 17 86 74.4% 
9 0 0 0 0 0 I 4 I 0 I 9 I 76 I 89 I 85.4% 
Table 7.8 Confusion Matrix of Tone Classifier on Testing Data 
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The overall recognition rates for the initial classifier, syllabic segment 
classifier, ending classifier and tone classifier are 58.6%, 76.3%, 67.3% and 91.2% 
respectively. Note that the descending order of recognition performance of the 4 
primary level classifiers are: tone classifier, syllabic segment classifier, ending 
classifier, initial classifier. This order follows the ascending order of complication of 
the classification goals: pitches, vowels, consonants. 
For the initial classifier, the major confusion occur between Dd & /g/’ and /ts/ 
& /dz/. They are pairs of similar consonants whereas the only difference between 
each pair is that one is aspirated and the other is non-aspirated. Also, major confusion 
occur between /ts/ & /s/, /dz/ & /s/ and ImJ & /O/]/, as each pair of them belongs to 
the same sub-class oi initials. The consonants with the lowest recognition rates are 
/kw/, /0/g/ & fkl. The limited number of training candidates of /kw/ may degrade the 
capability to recognize /kw/. 
For the syllabic segment classifier, the incapability in recognizing Iml^l may 
be due to the limited number of training candidates of them. It is observed that most 
confusion occur between / 它/ & /i/, 111 & /u/ and lolol & hxl. The vowel with the 
lowest recognition rate is /oe/. 
For the ending classifier, the lowest recognition rates occur in /ml and /p/. It 
can be seen that distinction among the nasals (/m/, /n/ and /t)/) is by no mean trivial. 
In deed, confusion also occur among the training data. Furthermore, many glides are 
wrongly classified as nasal stops. It may be due to the wrong speech segmentation, as 
the nasal stops are quite short in duration. However, most of the cases can be 
corrected in the syllable classifier, as the nasal stops only occur in entering tones. 
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For the tone classifier, it is noted that the major confusion occur between tone 
3 & tone 6, tone 8 & tone 9. For tones 3 and 6，both of them are even tones (i.e. no 
rising or dropping in pitches) and the only difference is the pitch level. While tones 8 
and 9 are both entering tones that most people get confused with them 
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7.3 Overall Performance of the System 
The experimental results of the whole system are summarized in Table 7.9. 
Classifiers Ending Recognition Rates 
Correction Training Data Testing Data 
Initial N ^ 98.8% 58.6% 
Syllabic Se,nt 驰 98.6% 76.5% 
Ending No 92.4% 67.3% 
Yes 93.9% 74.8% 
Tone N ^ 97.1% 91.2% 
Concatenation No 87.4% 29.5% 
without Correction Yes 89.4% 33.7% 
Syllable Concatenation No 93.7% 44.5% 
with Correction Yes 93.4% 44.7% 
Fuzzy No 98.4% 45.4% 
a r t Yes 98.10/0 45.3o/o 
N/A - not applicable 
Table 7.9 Summary of the Experimental Results 
The performances of all individual classifiers are evaluated under both 
conditions with and without the incorporation of the ending correction. The 
performance of simple concatenation (i.e. concatenation without correction) is also 
evaluated for comparison. 
With the help of the results from the tone classifier, the recognition rate on 
ending classification can achieve 74.8%, which is increased by 7.5% from the original 
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result. For simple concatenation without correction, the recognition rates on syllable 
are 29.5% without ending correction and 33.7% with ending correction. Note that 
these syllable recognition rates are greater than the average recognition rates 
calculated by multiplying the phonemes and tone recognition rates by 2.0% to 3.1%. 
The average recognition rates for cases without and with ending correction are 58.6% 
X 76.5% X 67.3% x 91.2% = 27.5% and 58.6% x 76.5% x 74.8% x 91.2% = 30.6% 
respectively. These results show that low recognition rates are not due to the 
concatenation processes, but due to the original low recognition rates of the 
phonemes recognition. 
With the correction of the invalid syllables, the recognition rate on syllables 
with and without ending correction are increased by 15.0% and 11.0% respectively, 
i.e. for the approach of concatenation with correction, the recognition rate of the 
syllable classifier can become 44.5% to 44.7%. For the approach of Fuzzy ART, the 
recognition rate of the syllable classifier is 45.3% to 45.4%, which is similar to the 
previous approach. This similarity may be due to the fact that both approaches of the 
syllable classifier have made use of the same amount of information from the 
classifiers in the primary level. 
In addition, both approaches of syllable classifier can achieve similar 
recognition rates without ending correction as the cases with etiding correction. This 
maybe because both approaches of syllable classifier can correct endings themselves 
and the effort paid by the ending corrector is duplicated and wasted. 
Though the recognition rate on syllable is less than one-half, it is valuable to 
point out that top-n hit rates increase significantly as n increases. Top-n hit rate is 
defined as the rate that the output node corresponding to the target goal has one of 
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the n highest activations over all output nodes (1437 in our case). The top-n hit rates 
ofthe syllable classifier in both approaches (concatenation with correction and Fuzzy 
ART) with and without ending correction are listed in Table 7.10 for n = 1，2, 3，4, 5’ 
10, 15，20, 30, 40. Also, a graph is plotted as top-n hit rates against n of syllable 
classifier in both approaches without ending correction for n = 1 up to 100 in Figure 
7.1. The top-n hit rates for the cases with ending correction are not plotted in the 
graph, as to make the appearance ofthe graph clear enough. 
Top-n Hit Rates 
Concatenation with Correction Fuzzy ART 
n without Ending vAth Ending vAthout Ending vAth Ending 
Correction Correction Correction Correction 
1 44.5% 44.7% 45.4% 45.3% 
2 55.6% 55.9% 55.4% 55.6% 
3 61.2% 61.5% 59.7% 60.0% 
4 64.4% 64.4% 63.9% 63.8% 
5 66.8% 66.9% 66.7% 66.6% 
10 73.5% 73.6% 76.5% 76.4% 
15 78.5% 78.6% 82.4% 81.9% 
20 82.0% 82.0% 85.0% 85.0% 
-30 86.1% 86.4% 87.9% 88.0% 
40 88.2% 88.3% 90.3% 90.1% 
Table 7.10 Top-n Hit Rates of the Syllable Classifiers 
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• 
1 0 0 % -
9 0 % " " " " " 一 
8 0 % -
① 7 0 % t / 
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if 5 0 % 
i 4 0 % - Fuzzy ART 
— 3 0 % -
2 0 % -
1 0 % -
0% J——I——I——I——I——i——I——i——f 1 • 
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 
n 
Figure 7.1 Graph of the Top-n Hit Rates of the Syllable Classifier 
Note that the top-2 hit rates are greater than the top-1 hit rates (the original 
recognition rates) by more than 10.0% for both approaches of the syllable classifier, 
which are also greater than one-half in values. The top-5 hit rates are greater than 
two-third in values and the top-15 hit rate in Fuzzy ART syllable classifier is greater 
than four-fifth in value. The top-n hit rates for both approaches of the syllable 
classifier are very similar with small n and top-n hit rate for Fuzzy ART approach is 
greater than that for concatenation with correction approach for n > 7. Note that 
there are only negligible differences (±0.5%) between the cases with and without 
ending correction in both approaches, so ending correction has no significance in both 
approaches of the syllable classifier. 
Although the top-n hit rates with n > 1 do not reflect the actual 
recognition rate of our Cantonese syllable recognition system, they can show the 
potential recognition power of the system. Since 15 is still quite small compared with 
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1437 (i.e. the vocabulary size), it is significant to have 82.4% in the top-15 hit rate 
out of 1437 categories. The sentence analyzer that proposed as further work in 
section 8.3 may select the correct goal among n possible choices to form valid and 
meaningful sentence with the help of other recognized syllables in the same sentence. 
7.4 Discussions 
Although the overall performance of the system is not satisfactory, the 
approach in the design of the system seems to be in the right direction. First, the use 
of 4 MLP classifiers in the primary level of the system to recognize the initials, 
syllabic segments, endings and tones make the number of recognition candidates 
greatly reduced from 1470 to 45. The efforts in training the system are greatly 
decreased. Second, the ending corrector in the intermediate level of the system is 
proved workable for having 7.5% increment in the recognition rate, though its effort 
seems to be duplicated after the usage of the syllable classifier. At last, the syllable 
classifier in the secondary level of the system gives an increase of about 15% on the 
syllable recognition. Both concatenation with correction approach and Fuzzy ART 
approach are workable, and Fuzzy ART approach seems to be a little bit better as 
shown in the top-n hit rate analysis. The syllable classifier is shown to have the 
capability to integrate the recognition results from the primary level classifiers. The 
unsatisfactory performance of the overall system is not due to the design of the 
system, but mainly due to the low recognition accuracy of the phoneme classifiers, for 
the recognition rates of all of them are below 80%, especially that the recognition 
accuracy of initial classifier is less than 60%. 
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8 Further Works 
8.1 Enhancement on Speech Segmentation 
Speech segmentation is an important and crucial speech preprocessing in our 
system. Since speech is dynamic in nature, speech segmentation algorithms have been 
proposed to pre-segment the speech signal before the classification is carried out. 
However, speech segmentation is an error-prone classification itself. So, when the 
speech segmentation is in error, the error wiU be propagated to the subsequent 
recognition procedures. Since the phoneme recognition uses the feature parameters 
from the segmented speech as the input for recognition, the recognition results may be 
improved with better speech segmentation algorithm 
Ng (1992) used the syllable composite models which were constructed from 
the trained HMMs to perform the proper segmentation on their corresponding 
syllables. This could give more accurate segmentation information for the MLP 
classifier. 
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8.2 Towards Speaker-Independent System 
After the collection of speech data from different speakers, the recognition 
system should be enhanced to speaker-independent system. It is because speaker-
independent recognition system is much more valuable than speaker-dependent 
system as the system can recognize speech utterances from essentially any speaker. 
Note that there may be an intermediate step: multi-speaker system before 
enhancement to speaker-independent system It is because multi-speaker system may 
deal with only several speakers, whereas speaker-independent system should be 
trained and tested by speech data from a large number of speakers. Also, suitable 
speaker-independent feature parameters should be investigated and extracted from the 
speech data so as to make the recognition system independent of the speakers of the 
training data set. 
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8.3 Towards Speech-to-Text System 
It is valuable to point out that there are many homophones in Cantonese, 
therefore the Chinese characters spoken cannot be obtained from the recognized 
Cantonese syllables immediately in most cases. For example, the syllable 關 in tone 
2 on its own can represent at least 7 commonly used Chinese characters: "son"(子)， 
"elder sister"(姊)，"purple"(紫)’ "stop"(止)，"paper"(紙)，"only"(只）and "finger" 
(I旨)，etc. These homophones can only be distinguished by the context, i.e. the words, 
phrases and sentences they come from So, several recognized syllables from a same 
sentence must be analyzed together with the help of the syntactic and semantic rules 
to give the meaning of the spoken sentence. The model for sentence analysis is shown 
in Figure 8.1. Also, connected speech recognition must be considered as the syllables 







Recognized Syllable Analyzed Sentence 
• Sentence Analyzer ^ 
參 
Recognized Syllable 
— • [ _ 
Figure 8.1 The Sentence Analysis Model 
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9 Conclusions 
There are two main points in the development of an isolated Cantonese 
syllable recognition system: (1) Cantonese is a monosyllabic tonal language, and (2) 
Cantonese syllable fUU set contains a large vocabulary of more than a thousand in 
size. To deal with these two features, problem decomposition according to the 
phonology of Cantonese speech is employed for its efficient and effective recognition. 
A suitable design of classification model is crucial. 
The phoneme-based hierarchical neural networks system designed recognizes 
Cantonese syllables by using syllable classifier to integrate the recognition results of 
their CO订esponding phonemes and tones. The system can reduce the number of 
recognition candidates substantially. The 1470 syllables can be classified by 45 
candidates only (18 initials, 9 syllabic segments, 9 endings and 9 tones) with the use 
of syllable classifier in our system. 
The performance of the system under speaker-dependent setting has been 
evaluated by computer simulation. The classification accuracy of the system on 
initials, syllabic segments, endings, tones and syllables are 58.6%, 76.5%, 74.8%, 
91 2% and 45.4% respectively for the Cantonese database used. The unsatisfactory 
performance of the overall system is due to the low recognition accuracy of the 
phoneme classifiers. On the other hand, the syllable classifier is proven workable, as it 
can give an increase of 15.9% (from 29.5% to 45.4%) in the syllable recognition rate. 
With the phoneme-based design, speech segmentation is very important to our 
system, because the feature parameters are supplied to the phoneme classifiers 
according to the phonemic parts segmented from the syllables. However, there is lack 
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of perfect speech segmentation algorithnL The segmentation of speech into phonemes 
is still a difficult task itself currently. 
There are two main contributions of this research. Firstly, the isolated 
Cantonese syllable recognition system is designed in a modular approach as a 
phoneme-based system. This modular approach makes use of the knowledge from the 
phonology of Cantonese. The complicated task of recognizing Cantonese syllables 
with large vocabulary size can be broken down into easier sub-tasks of recognizing 
Cantonese phonemes and tones with very small vocabulary size. So, this modular 
approach is in a correct direction of large vocabulary Cantonese syllable recognition 
system design. 
Secondly, both approaches of syllable classifier are proven workable and are 
success in integrating the recognition results of phonemes and tones. It plays a very 
important role in the whole system. Without the syllable classifier, low recognition 
accuracy will be given by simple concatenation even when the classifiers in the 
primary level give acceptable recognition accuracy. 
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Appendix A. Cantonese Syllable Full Set List 
No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. ^ Word/Phrase 
~ T ~ al I T 烏膜 tsa4 
2 a2 喷 哩 巴 49 wal 娃— 
3 is 洲 50 wa2 畫 
4 ~ ~ ^ ^ I k 巴 51 wa4 華— 
5 b a 2 把持 52 wa6 話 說 話 
— W 7 m ail 縫歎氣 
； ; ； ; ; ^ ^ ； ； ^ s T " ai3 隐狭隐(同” p^”交) 
8 d a l 打 一 打 __55 bai2 M MM^ 
9 da2 f j _56 bai3 拜拜訪— 
10 d z a l — 液 贿 銀 行 57 bai6 I 敗 家 仔 
—11 dza3 爆炸 58 dail ^ 書默子 
12 fal — " i 開花 5 9__ dai2 
" T T " fa3 — 化 變 化 60 dai3 帶 帶 領 
gal — 加 增 加 §1 ^ t ^ S 
15 ga2 假 M l —62 dzail 齋 食 齋 
ga3 嫁 出 嫁 « ^ A - 還 g 
17 ga4 Pi 暖仔（日本人） 64 dzai6 寨 押 寨 M 
" I T " gwai 瓜 BM ^ 
gwa2 寡 寡 婦 ^ ^ ^ - t t a 
gwa3 掛 牽 掛 ^ ^ _ _ • 
~~2r~ hai mm ^ i l ^ m 
" I T " ha4 — 霞 晚 霞 §2. _ _ ^ 乖巧 
23 has _ 下一下(不是，夏’ ) 70 _ _ 
— h ^ g a s Z i _ _ 
" I T " ia5 • 也 也 許 11 ！ _ _ 
IT' ia6 ~w 廿八 Z l _ _ ^ 
^ ~ 卡 通 片 74 haiS 蟹大閘蟹 
" ^ T " kwal 一 誇 誇 張 hai6 一 械 機 械 
lal 一 啦啦啦隊 Z6 ^ _ 
"lo 1^3~ m 喇沙書院 11 ！^ S^MM 
31 mal 媽姑媽 11 
" I T " ma4 麻煩 Z2 ！ ^ ^ - E f f l _ 
33 ma5 馬馬場 _ _ m a i 4 I 遞 
ma6 "m"責罵 ？i n i ^ 
" I T " na4 拿丰好戯 _ 82 m ^ _ _ 
^ 
nga4 一 牙 羞 n g ^ _ _ 
" I T " nga5 I 逝 ^ _ _ 务 
" I T " nga6 讶仰讶（不畏’亞’） 86 ^ _ _ 
40 ^ 
" T T " pa3 " 1 "怕死 ^ E ^ 
" I T " pa4 爬 JSLli ^ — — ^ 
- 1 5 ^ ^ H � - 90 sai2 徙遷徙 
^ W jgnt 91 sai3 m 日Bj雨淋 
——甜糟情深(不是’徙’）_ 
46 tsal t 刀叉 
47 tsa3 I 諮 I 諮里 ||94 _ t a i 3 _ | 太丨太b 
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* 
r N T T S y l l a b l e * C. Word/Phrase No. S y l l a b l e * � Word/Phrase 
tsail l i " 猜 忌 二 - l i g _ _ — 
tsai4 柴柴台 146 ^ _ _ 1 — I f i 
wail 一 歪 歪 風 147 gam2 盖 虚 
I 98 w a i ~ 懷胸懷 148 gam3__ 
|~99 wai6 " % mA 149 h a m 3 _ _ t - i B 
_ 糊棚手瓜 j ^ g m ^ l 愁,丁曰’械,、 
f l ^ ~ m 山烛 151 h a m 6 _ _ ^ 倫陷(不年憾） 
I 102 包 纏 152 lam2 
bau2 一 飽 食 飽 1 — E g 
Q o 4 ~ bau3 —爆爆炸 
鮑管鮑之交 155 ！^__m.Mm 
嘲嘲笑 n ^ _ _ 
n ^ dzau2 " I T M 157 n ^ _ _ 
l lQ8 dzau3 一 置燈罩 _ _ n g a m 4 _ _ t _ M S 
l l O ^ dzau6~ 掉 棹 艇 159 _ _ 
r u o gaul _ 交 • _ _ ^ 
I n i gau2 狡 遞 ——ml—M-^ 
1112 gau3 ~W MM ^ — 
l i i r haul 擺 
I 114 hau2 巧 m _ _ I 115 hau3 " W ^ ^ — ^ ^ 
n ^ hau4 妓-遞 _ _ t s a n ^ J t _ J t S 
Q n hau6 . 效 羞 . _ _ ^ 
l u T " kau3 一 靠 观 _ _ 
Q T ^ maul • 貓 逛 ^ ^ - l i -
n ^ mau4 • 矛 翅 m _ _ ^ a - f 2 
r m mau5 下 麗 m — — 
H i — ^ ^ m mm _ _ ， ( 不 是 辦 ） 
h m nau4 122 ^ 
|124 nau6 ^ — ^ 
n ^ ngau4 ——^__l-fl 
r U T ngau5 咬牙切齒 1 2 6 _ _ ^ _ _ 昏 g g 
r m ngau6 樂 ^ a i B . _ 1 2 I _ _ _ ^ _ _ B - S E 
[ " n T " paul 拋 • _ _ ^ g - i f 
[129 pau2 跑 避 1 2 2 _ _ ^ g - f l 
n ^ pau3 I T j e ^ 180 d z a n 6 _ _ m _ m m _ 
ra^m 刨冰 181 ^ _ _ 
h ^ saul 夏 遍 ： L i ? ^ - f - 牛 二 I r , 曰 ’ 飯 。 
n ^ ^ ^ 参 
135 t s a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — f - W 
f m tsau2 炒 臓 魚 1 1 6 _ _ 
^ 寻 
n t r dam2 瞻 議 _ _ 
ra—mm 
n ^ dzaml -m 觀 _ _ h ^ _ _ ^ j m 
I 144 dzam3 ^ M 194 lan4 欄 ff射干 
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n ^ n Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 
； J ^ _ J a n 5 m m 245 dap7 塔— 
l a n6~ 爛 爛 仔 246 dap8 •—— 
" W m a n 4 ~ 蠻 野 蠻 dap9 
198 m a n 5 ~ 晚 M ^ M j j 248 d z a p 9 _ _ _ I L J I S 
man6 百萬富翁 249 gap8 ^ . M f k 
200 nan4 難 難 度 250 h a p 8 _ _ E t J f f i 
" l o T nan6 _ 難 災 難 251 hap9 峽 達 
~jm ^ ^ ^ 顏 顏 色 252 lap9 t J I S 
" W ngan5 眼 253 n a p 9 _ _ f i . . ^ 
" W ngan6 雁 大 J j ^ _ 
~205~ panl 攀 攀 山 255 tap8 
pan3 盼 盼 望 256 tsap8 
~ 2 6 r sanl 山 高 山 2 5 7 _ _ ^ t - M S — 
" W san2 散驚風散(不是’傘’） 258 ^ Zi__Aifc 
san3~ 傘 雨 傘 259 datS fi_ 大旦地 
210 san4 一 潺 潺 潺 流 水 ^ ^ _ _ ^ J U S 
tanl " W 薩 ^ ^ 
" I T T " tan2 1 1 " 平 坦 262 fat8 ^ J M 
tan3 "W m ^ _ _ ^ s L j m 
214 tan4 j 檀 働 2 6 4 _ _ I g ^ A g g , — — 
215 tsanl 餐 •^餐 265 matS 辟 抹 懌 （ 不 t f 抹 权 ) 
216 tsan2 W M m n a t 9 — 掠 撇 掠 
217 tsan3 一 " j " 薩 ^ 
tsan4 殘忍 
219 wanl 彎 働 M ! _ _ 
220 wan4 _ 還 償 還 270 ^ _ _ f f i . J i a 
221 wan5 ' W 遞 ^ _ _ x ^ ^ j T J E S — 
wan6 百 幻 象 m ^ — — ！ 
223 angl i 鍾 V I _ _ 
" l i T " dzangl 爭雜舉手 274 ^ _ _ — 
I ^ T gangl 耕 ^ g a 
hang4 行 行 路 277 d z a k 9 _ _ f t ,摘翁枝 
kwangl 棍 鏡 框 278 g a k S _ _ 格 式 
kwangS 逛 邏 2 7 9 _ _ J i r O 
langl 打冷 ^ ！ 
— ^ 1 °5 給 実 冷 281 hakS 客 送 客 
mang5 威猛 ？ 
23-4 mang6 j 孟子 ？ M _ _ 善 
235 ngang6 I T 軟硬 ^ _ _ _ 要 
pangl 烹託 — 
237 膨 J M i ^ _ _ T E 不 是 朔 ） 
238 ？ t s a k 7 J ^ J ^ 
sangl 生牛仔(不是’签’） ^ _ _ _ _ 
sang2 ~ W ^ _ _ ^ i ^ - M f f i 
" I T T tsangl W 碰 ？2i ^ _ _ 
tsang2 樓 甜 橙 ^ — 
~ 2 4 3 ~ wang;4 橫 打 橫 ^ ^ — — 
244 ap8 t 良 小 嶋 2 9 4 丨 b A i l | 跟 | 跟腳鴨 二 
7 3 
n ^ Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 
295 bAi5 " i " 關閉 一 345 wAil 
b A i T " 幣貨幣 3 4 ^ w A i 2 _ _ ^ M M 
dAil 一 低 高 低 34L- wAi3 
d A i T " 底底線 348 w A i 4 _ _ m _ j m 
299 ~ ~ d A i r ~ ^ mm 349 wAi5 
d A i ^ 弟 兄 弟 350_ wAi6__1__M1 
f m dzAil - 擠 擠 迫 351 A u l _ _ 
[ 3 ^ dzAi2"仔 z^^ffS 352 Au2 m _ j m — — 
I 303 d z A i 厂 祭 祭 祖 _ ^ 1 ”源”痕 
F j ^ dzAi6 “ m i m 354 d A u l _ _ 
^ 0 5 揮 腿 355 d A u 2 _ _ 
Q 0 6 " ~ £ A i 3 ~ 費 356 dAu3 
307 £Ai6~ 吠 觀 357 dAu6 S - J S R - — 
VoR 公雜 358 d z A u l i L _ a i l 
計 計 謀 359 dzAu2 酒 • 
r ^ gwAii 歸 g娃 _ _ ^ 
I 311 gwAi2 鬼 鬼 豳 361 d z A u 6 _ _ M ^ M A 
I m gwAi3 ~W 富貴 ^ 
r l i r gwAi6 -m 跪地 _ _ 
n i ^ hAi4 " 1 "奚落 _ _ t M _ _ 
n i s hAi6 系 適 _ _ ^ — 
r t ^ iAi6 撤 ^ _ _ ^ 
r ^ kAil 溪 溪 水 ^ — • ^ 
n t i " kAi2 ~w 啓示 ^ B — a s 
r i T 9 kAi3 _ 契 避 _ _ ^ — 
I 320 kwAil “ 規 規 則 m ！ 
H t r kwAi4 葵 ^ g g m _ _ _ _ 
n ^ kwAiS . 撲 • 3 7 2 _ _ i A ^ A - f l 
H ^ l A i 4 黎 373 j A u 2 _ _ 1 _ _ M I 1 
raiAii^涂禮 _ _ j A u 3 1 凝 
一"^ 無線咪 2Z6 _ _ S - J m 
m A i 4 ~ 迷 球 迷 m _ _ 
I 328 mAi5 米飯班主 HI__kAul 
nM4 -W MM ^ _ _ 
n f ^ ngAi4 遍 3 8 0 _ _ k ^ _ _ ^ ^ 
H ^ p ^ i 批 j a j j ••• 
m — _ _ 
n ^ sAi2 ^ S - f i 
^ ^ ^ 梯遞 ^ ^ ^ ^ 吾 " H ^ ^ 
n ^ tAi2 ft _Mm ^ 
^ “ 
n ^ tAi4 堤 麗 3 9 1 _ _ n s ^ _ _ i 勾， 1 �事 
t i x n W $ 妻 392 ngAu4 牛 牛 郎 
H i " tsAi3 i mm - g - ^ —— 
I 344 tsAi4 I 齊 I ‘ 齊 394 sAul I 修 I 修理 
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Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* I C. | Word/Phrase 
" 1 9 5 " sAu2 7 手指 445 dAn2 躉 邏 
sAu3 "m 野獸 446 dAn6 傲 M ^ 
^ m T " 愁 憂 愁 447 d z A n l _ _ 
398 sAil6 W 經 448 dzAn3 M M f i 
t A u l — 偷 偷 車 449 dzAn6___ 
^ l o o " tAu3~ m m ^ 450 £Anl t - S f i 
tAiir~ 頭 頭 獎 451 £An2__ 
402 tsAul i T a a S M 452 fAn3 W L ^ M 
" l o T " tsAu2 一 丑 小 丑 453 £An4__ 
" l o T " tsAu3 " W 湊任 454 £An5__ 
405 tsAu4~ 綱絲調之路 455 f ^ _ _ f i L j S l 
A m i — 鵪鵪鶉 456 g A n l _ _ f l L ^ • 
407 Am2 _ 酷 醋 然 失 色 ^ _ _ 緊 張 
408 Am3~ 暗 黑 暗 458 g A n 6 _ _ ^ ^ J f i 
" 4 0 9 b A ^ 泉 水 栗 459 g w A n l _ _ 
7 4 l 0 ~ d z A m l " 針 針 線 460 g w A n 2 _ _ 
^ 4 r r dzAm2~ 枕 枕 頭 461 gwAn3__ 
412 d z A m F "浸浸水 _ _ _ _ I L J l i S — — 
4n_JzA^'WSMmm _ _ h A n 2 i 考 
414 ftAml 一 ” ± 鐘 ^ _ _ 
7415" gAml ~W 遞 ^ f i - - ^ 
416 &Am3 禁 禁 止 466 jAnl 
~4T7~ gAm6 ~W 撳掣 
hAml 堪不堪設想 g L印刷 
419 hAm2 " W 龍 
420 hAm3~ 勘 勘 探 1Z5 J ^ — — 
421 hAm4 IZl 
hAm6 一 憾 遺 憾 IZ? ^ _ _ 1 — 
jAml “ 音 音 樂 ._4Z3 _ _ 
iAm2 WMzK 1Z4__ 
" 4 5 " iAm3 薩 林 蔭 1 2 5 _ _ k w A n 2 _ _ t J i f f l 
iAm4 淫 塵 i 二 
iAm6 任 1 2 2 _ _ k w A n 4 直 群 £ 
kAml 襟 盤 4 7 8 _ _ m ^ _ _ 
429 kAm4~ 琴 鋼 琴 _iZ2 I B ^ _ _ 
430 kAm5 _ 矜 矜 婆 ^ _ _ 
431 _ _ l A i n 4 _ : i : _ f i a a l i l • • i - i f r ^ 
l A ^ 威,鼠德德 4 8 2 _ _ n ^ _ _ M - g y j � 采 
^ 
sAm2 審 I M _ _ n S ^ ^ - f f i - M 
435 s A m L . ： ^ ^ _ _ 
436 sAm4 ^ ^ S f f l _ _ 
437 s A n ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ 
438 入侵 l i ? _ _ 
439 tsAm2 f ^ 8 9 _ _ s ^ ^ ( 不 是 愼 ） 
440 尋 尋 找 _ _ 
bAnl 奔 奔 馳 491 tAnl 吞随 
~44r" bAn3 殯儀館 1 2 3 —— t ^ _ _ 
444 I bAn6 I - I 494 | ^ s A n 2 | 疼 丨 _ • — — 
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No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 
tsAn3 " W 陪襯 545 d z A t 9 _ _ _ ^ J g g 
t s A n 4 _ 陳 陳 大 文 546 £At7 ^ ^ • 
wAnl _ 溫 溫 暖 547 £ A t 9 _ _ 
~49i m mm 548 gka a . _M!J 
499 慍 溫 色 549 g w A t 7 _ _ l l 骨頭 — 
550 gwAt9 掘 掘 地 
~JOl ^ ^ X i ^ 允答允 S S 
^^^aK^ 運 運 作 552 hAt9 E - - S S _ 
503 Angl 一 黃 鶯 553 j M _ _ = ： - -
" l 0 4 ~ bAngl 崩 崩 漬 0 — S f f i 
" 1 5 ? " dAngl 登 登 高 555 kAt7 咳 
dAng2 ~W 上等 556 l A t 7 _ _ 
" l07~ dAng3 赛檯晃 m M _ _ 
dAng6 'W 部小平 558 m A t 9 _ _ 請 勿 吸 煙 
dzAngl 僧 僧 死 你 559 n g A t 9 _ _ 
T l ^ dzAng6 贈 贈 送 
" s i T " aAngl 羹 湯 羹 561 sAt7 1 _ _ S M 
" I T T " RAng2 'W 贏梗 
~ 5 i r ftAng3 更 • _ _ t s A t ? 
"ITT" gwAngi 轟 避 _ _ 巡 ^ - S a ^ ^ — 
515 W l f 大 亨 565 wAt9 核核突 (不是轄） 
j r ^ 5 6 6 _ _ n 梶手(不是’厄’）—— 
" 7 1 ? " hAng4 恆 恆 久 ^ — — 
hAngS 摔然 _ _ ^ 
hAng6 幸 幸 運 _ _ d A k 9 - f f l - g ^ 
mAng4 盟港同盟 5 7 0 _ _ _ ^ _ _ 
521 nAng4 H • 麗 5 1 1 _ _ ^ ^ " t " " U S S ^ ^ T T " 
522 p A n g 4 朋朋友 5 2 ? _ _ l A ^ M . 勒罕傅頭 (不是肪） 
tAng4 ~W mm ^ _ _ ^ E „ E | _ 
dzAp7 汁果汁 576 ^ — — 
rap7 急 ^ f i m ^ _ _ 
" l i r rAp8 l l "乳合 I 5 2 ? _ _ 
" 5 2 ^ hAp7 洽融洽 m——^ 
hAp9 " ^ 雜 ^ ^ ~ 
" U T iAp7 泣 盟 ——iLJ^ 
i A ^ ~ i^A 582 fei2 匪 土匪 
kAp9 及 - 避 — ^ ^ f 
" I I ? " lAp7 ^ — — ^ 
不.’臘’ ) 386 sei3___ 
nAp7 55Z ^ _ _ 
sAp7 濕 J i S _ _ . 慕 
sAp9 " T 十誡 ！ _ _ f - 5 f 
~ ^ _ J s A p 7 _ p 專輯 590 ! ie i3__ 
541 bAt7 筆 铅 筆 _ _ j ^ l 
542 bAt9 拔 拔 河 _ _ 
543 dAt9 凸字 ^ ！ 
544 dzAt7 I 皙丨皙詢 594 1 kei4 丨奇丨 g g 
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No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. ^ Word/Phrase 
595 kei5 企 企 業 645 deng6 
596 lei4 W 離開 646 dzeng l__ f f l _ 精乖伶例 
597 ~ i e i S 里 公 里 —647 dzeng2 井 f f f l 
598 ~ i e i 6 648 dzengS 正 • _ 
599 " " I n e H ~ 謎 M f f i 649 d z e n g 6 _ _ g L 鄭成功 
600 inei4 j " 眼 眉 650 g e n g l _ _ ' 0 驚驚 
601 mei5 " I f 優美 651 geng2__ • 
602 mei6~ 味 好 味 652 g e n g 3 _ _ ^ M M 
I ^ Z ^ l ^ 互 ^ f i ^ hengl__B_ 輕_ 
_ 6 0 4 ~ 你 654 jeng4 l _ M M 
' j o f nei6一 腻 j f lM 655 l e n g S _ _ I L J i ^ 
606 peil 一 被 披 星 戴 月 656 l e n g 4 _ _ 
" W pei2 鄙 鄙 視 657 l e n g S _ _〒乡領 
~ 6 0 8 ~ pei3 屁放屁 658 meng2___你叫t2•名? 
609 pei4 皮膚 659 meng6 命 爛 命 ~ ^ 牵 
" 6 1 0 ~ pei5 婢 奴 婢 660 p e n g 4 _ _ ^ 平價貨 
511 sei2 死 死 亡 sengl 腥 血 腥 
H h I H i i ^ J ^ " m A：^  — 662 s e n g 2 _ _ 1 _ J 1 H _ _ 
613 " " “ b ^ ^ 啤 洒 663 seng4 成 -傲成生意 
6 U ~ 爹 沙 爹 牛 肉 tengl M 坐 花 廳 • 
615 dzel— m _MM 665 t e n g S _ _ t J S f i 
666 t s e n g l _ _靑色 (不是’淸’） 
617 d z e 3 —借借錢 ^ t s e n ^ _ _ t J f S 
618 dze6 謝 多 謝 ^ _ _ 
fel 一 啡 咖 啡 669 d z e k S _ _ ^ ^ g t t 
620 ge3 一 m 我嘅書 ^ ^ 
621 ie4 I T 老爺 m__！ 
― ^ 野 挪 672 kek9 <lj 
623 ie6 夜 夜 晚 pek8 ^ ^ 
ke2 m 番前 ^ S — 
625 ke4 —騎 ^ ——^-iS 
羊D羊 676 t e k S _ _ _ 
me2 • 歪 遞 m__ts^__^-Sfi 
_ n e i 一 ” 這 • 麼 呢 ？ m ^——m-MA 
629 sel 5 " 些 少 679 dzi2 
630 se2 " I " 避 _ _ ^ 
631 se3 “ m 肚潟 ^ — — i - - ^ 
632 se4 蛇瞻 ^ 111—— 
I ^ Z j i Z A J i ^ ^ 
634 se6 一 射發射 ^ i i^—— 
W 685 ji4 E__MJ= 
636 tse2 f ^ 
tse3 - 斜 避 ^ ^ — — 
tse4 "ijT 邪敎 ^ ^ — — 
639 beng2 餅 ^ ^ 告 
bens3 I J S S _ _ g — ^ ^ 
641 beng6 病 病 假 ^ — — " 
Zj jT； dengl J L J i a ^ ^ “ " " “ ^ ^ ^ 
643 deng2 頂 ^ — — ^ ~ l ^ f e 
644 denS 掠 Yi^堡 694 tsil | 雌 | 雌雄 
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[1：；^ 丨 Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 二 
695 tsi2 ~ 如此 一 7 4 j _ _ t i u 5 I L ^ S 
5 i 3 ~ 次 魁 746 tsiul ^ m X — 
[697 m ZiL- t s i u 3 _ _ 
f ^ tsis " I T MM m ！Siu4__ 
標 目 標 749 d i m 2 _ _ 
700 b i u 2 ~ 表 儀 表 750 dim3 
r i ^ diul 凋 鍾 751 dziml 尖— 
I 702 diu3~ 吊吊鐘花 752 d z i m 3 _ _ 佔捧 
diu6 一 掉 腿 753 dzim6 
蕉 香 蕉 ^ ^ M 
[l05 d ^ i l T " 沼 體 755 g im2__ 
r m d ^ i ^ m .mm 756 &m3__IL^iim. 
dziu6~ 銷趙紫陽 m ^ _ _ ^ - f f l f 
[ m '^i W f m z ^ 旭 m l _ _ i L J f f i 
r i ^ giu2 m mm Z59 _ _ ^ ^ 
710 giu3 PiT g H 760 him3 X 
r i l l giu6 m m z ^ ^ ^ 
|712 hiui 梟 碰 m i i i n ? t - M — — ： 
I 713 h i j i i m 矢口曉 763 iim3 厭 _i iJB 
h m h i u 3 窮七窮牛煙(不是 'k iuS ' ) 764 j i m 4 _ _ 
n ^ iiui "M" g j m _ _ ^ f c - f g 
n T 6 iiu2 z ^ ^ 
h ^ ^ 要 g 767 kim4 龄驢技窮 
H t i 一 lim4 廉 廉 潔 
^ k g — i " ^ l 7 6 9 _ _ J i g i L - ^ 敛財(原爲'lim6’) 
H i i ^ ^ ' m 一代橋王 直臉孔(原爲’lim5i) 
r W l ldu3 蘇窮門（不是'hiu3') 771 m m l _ _ 1 解 贼 
h M t " kiu4 I 腫 121__nimi_jB_JBSt 
1723 liul “撩•已(不是’僚’） m ？HHl^__ 
H f r z M Z S ： ^ ^ i g — § - gg 
？ I " ^ i j i L I - a - -養費 (不是，善’)_ _ 
Vm iiu6 I n " 料 到 -JUL M l ' & - M L 
r i f t miu4 苗 豆 苗 778 tim4 甜 甜 品 
； n ^ i ^ 胁—靑妙 780 t s iml__ 
n ^ niu5 " F 塵 111__tsiml__ 
O i l - i l l H ^ i * — — ^ ~ 
O i l Z ^ ^ J L ^ S S Z i 3 _ _ t s i m 4 _ _ A _ | | 
h ^ ^ 西 隹 西 784 binl 邊 J g ^ 
y i i i i l f ez i i J tzzz i i z 互 
231__ 
K ^ ^ i f 少年 788 dim 
Siu6 l i T gBM^ m _ _ 
ra^ 條油條 Z 2 2 _ _ 
tiu3 跳 j a ™ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I 744 tiu4 丨岛停g 794 dzin3 | 前 | 前頭 
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Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 二 
犯賤 一 845 hingl 
796 846 hing3 
gin3 "MT 意見 81Z ^ _ _ 
_ 件 逐 件 848 jing2 
h ^ hinl 軒 . ^ E E a a § l g - j i n g S _ _ l _ M M 
• ^ _ _ _ h i n 2 一 m 明顯 850 j i n g l__ 
I s O l ~ h h l T " 憲 — 851 jing6 j S S . 
I 803 jin2 m _mm 853 king2 頃-公頃(不是’kmg5 ) 
I m i i i S 宴 854 king4 騎— 
H l l Z i ^ ^ ' S i i 冬 
h i ^ jin6 現 • 856 ling4 零 
r ^ kin4 乾 乾 坤 857 l i n g s _ _ ^ ^ 
f ^ l i i ^ ~ 鏈 金 鏈 858 l i n g 6 _ _ 
lin4 一 連 連 接 8 5 9 _ _ v ^ _ _ 
|~810 ihi6 w mm ^mins?__ 
[ m " min4 一 棉棉花糖 mSHnS^ 
m ~ ~ • _ _ 
| 8 1 3 ~ min6 一 麵 ？麵 ^ ^ 俸 色 
l i u ？M PHl^__ 
[ j ^ pinl . 編 _MS ^ 
r i n sini i 優先 ^ _ _ ！ 
h i i r sin2 W . j m _ _ s i n - - B - J g 
R T ^ Sin3 i ^ 
r i t o sin5 鱔 • m _ _ B - ^ 
r ^ Sn6 ^ 盖哉 871 Sing6 盛盛事 
r i r tin4 i ^ a ^ 、 二 ， ( 不 疋 停 ） 
I 824 tsinl ~ 老千 ！ 2 1 _ _ t i n g 3 直 赛 
r ^ tsin2 淺 淺 水 灣 875 ting4 fr止 
匿 : 二 876 — _ _ 
r i ^ t d ^ ^ 窗路(不畏’淺’） 8 7 7 _ _ t ^ _ _ a _ _ a » 
r j f r bingi ^ • • • 
ri§~ m__^ 
合供(不是’拼’） _ _ i ^ n ^ J ^ M ^ 
r i r " bing6 並 邏 _ _ 
ra—^ n j m ^ 
u i l l i i i i - S . ^ ^ ^ ^ 香 " H 
^ - d ^ - f ： ^ ^ _ _ 
n ^ cizingl 整 I m _ _ p ^ l ^ l 
h i r " dzing6 靜 m± ！ ^ g g (不疋�去） 
K i r g i ^ 警警告 ^••• 
^ 
I 844 舰烟炯有神 894 _ t i £ 8 _ | •占•占 
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n ^ l Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase = 
r ^ tsips "W 妾氏 ‘945 ^ _ _ 
r ^ b i t ? 必 麵 946 d z o u 2 _ _ 
1 8 9 ^ bits 'W 键中之繁(不是’別’ ) 9 4 7 ^ _ _ ^ J l t t 
[ J 9 8 bit9 m . j m . 948 d z o u 6 _ _ 
[ j 9 9 dits ^ ^ J l f i 
n ^ H i ^ 秩 秩 序 950 g o u 2 _ _ a _ J i l i 
[ j ^ dzit8~ 節 節 日 S0u3__ 
l~902 d ^ i ^ m M± 952 houl 
r j ^ gits 一 結 結 果 ！ _ _ ^ - g a 
904 git9 傑 M a 954 hou3 g g 耗 
hits 歇歇腳(不是’揭’） 955 h o u 4 _ _ 
I 906 j i t 9 一 熱 熱 狗 956 _ 
r i ^ kits l i " mm 957 l o m _ _ 1 榜偏門 
1 9 0 8 " " “ m ~ 列 排 列 958 lou2 M ^ J ^ 
r ^ mit? " W M I M 252 l o H l _ _ 
roTo m ma ^.mm 
r912 Sits 拽 • _ _ ^ f e - ( 不 胃 ^ ) 
913 " " “ ^ ~ 飽”飽”本 963 m o u 4 _ _ 
r t u tits 一 鐵 鋼 鐵 _ _ m o H ? _ _ i - s a 
I 915 tsits ？ _ _ S — m 
916 bik7 W M M — 966 n o u 4 _ _ 
I 917 dik7 睡 _ _ 
r ^ dik9 一 夏 细 _ _ & - J l | — 
r ^ dzik? 隨即 _ _ ^ — ^ S - i ^ 
1920 ^ 970 n g o u 6 _ _ �騎傲 
[ j ! r " sik7 • 激 纖 211—— 
H t " Sk9 極 通 2 Z 2 _ _ E 0 U 2 _ ^ - | | 
r ^ g w i k ? 隙號隙（原爲 ’ k w i k 7 ' ) 973 pou3___ 
iik7 m__EOU^A-fl 
r i ! i " jik9 i J i g 221 ^ — • i -
r ^ l i ^ i 瓦碟 牲 ^ 
— ^ - W j i M m 
I 929 nik7 匿 _mm 2 1 2 _ _ t o u L _ j t _ J & ^ 
？ _ _ t o u 2 _ _ 
H ^ T — k ^ - f - _m 
飲食 9 8 2 _ _ t o u ^ J L ^ 
^ ^ 
tsik? ‘ 適 ^ _ _ — i - f i L 
H i ~ ~ 報 幸 I ^ A - i i 
941 doul 刀 飛 7 J SSr不曰’几,、 
942 dou2 - W 賭錢 2 2 ? _ _ g g ( 不 是 朵 ） 
I j l s dou3 I T 遲到 9 9 3 _ _ 
I 944 dou6 措 道 路 1 1 ^ 1 dzo2 左 | 邏 
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f l i ^ l Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase = 
[ 9 ^ dzo3 ~ 員 舰 鹏 — _ j g g j ^ 且 避 
r ^ d ^ ^ 助助聽器— 1 2 4 6 _ _ ^ _ _ 
1 9 9 7 fol W mM l O l L . _ s o i l 1 - - M 
998 fo2 ^ 救火 1048 goi2 
[ 9 9 9 fo3 W . ^ E M ^ 
哥 表 哥 
n ^ S03 m J E a _ 1051 hoi2 海 避 
gwoi 戈戈壁灘(不是’哥’） 1052 hoi6__m_ mxmB 
里里斷(不是 'g02’） 1033 k0i3 
n o o T gwo3 l i f 經過(不畏’個’） 1054 !oi4 
n ^ hoi ~ W 麵 • noi6 
1006 ~ h ^ ~ 可 認 可 1 0 5 ^ _ r i g o i 4 _ _ _ ^ M ^ 
Q p W . M M 1057 n g o i 6 _ _ _ ^ 外國 
Moos m mm son —— 
qoo9 m mm. 1552 ^ii 
n ^ io2 一 裸 裸 體 ^ ^—— 
n^ io4 一 羅 贩 ——^^ 
n ^ mol 一 麼 甚 麼 _ _ _ _ 
n ^ mo2 一 摸 擺 _ _ _ _ 
Q ^ mo4 - 磨 磨 擦 _ _ 
f l O l T " no2 娜啊娜(原爲’no5’） 1065 _ _ o i d 
11016 no4 —"i" mm ^—— 
n ^ no6 ‘ m Mm ^ 
n ^ ngo6 m _ _ ！ 1 2 1 1 1 _ _ 
n ^ po2 ^ — 
n ^ po3 ^ mm m__！ 
n ^ ； 婆 1 2 Z 3 _ _！ l o n L - A - f l 
h ^ Zi m — 
n ^ S02 所 巡 m i _ _ — 
^ ^ " " “ g - S 塗 減 
l i ^ toi ‘拖 m _ _ 昏 f z 
n ^ to4 122?___ 
1029 to5 一 妥妥當(原爲 ' t o Z i ) 1079 bong2___ 
Q j r tsol _ _ b o i ^ i ^ 
r i ^ _ t s o 2 _ ^ j i a m _ _ ^ i r - i B ^ 
n ^ tso4 W L ^ . ^ • • d o ^ j ^ J ^ 
n ^ tso5 -坐制氏(不是’助’） m__^—• 
n ^ wo4 和 
n ^ wo5 ' W 禍佐 
n ^ W06 i 閲禍 
n ^ oil 悲哀 ••• 
h ^ 012 -W 禾塵 - i ^ 与 3 - # - 1 1 
H g r ^ ^ ^ 1 0 9 2 , - £ 0 1 1 ^ 
1094 gong3 I 降 I 降低 — I 
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" i ^ l Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase = 
； ^ _gwon^ ~ 脚月 1145 hok9 學 
1096 gwong2 廣 廣 閱 1146 kokS a . J S g 
健唐 1147 kwokS i 擴:y不-’，，） 
hong2 m mm u i s _ _ i g i ^ i 烙鐵(不是落） 
"ToiT hong3 坑 遞 1149 [Ol^  ^ ^ H 
"TToo" hong4 杭 杭 州 1 1 5 0 _ _ _ _ 
" T T ^ hong6 巷— ^ f f m o k 9 _ _ ^ . J i S 
TToT kong3 ^ 
" T i o r kwongS 礦 1153 ngok9__ 
1104 kwon^ I 瘋狂 1154 pok8 撲 
1105 long: ' W m 1155 sok8 朔 ^ M l 
" n o T longs 朗 開 朗 
long6 浪 魅 n ^ _ _ — — 
"TToT mong4 忙 繁 忙 nSS d o e 2 _ _ 一朵花 (不疋躲 ) 
" T T ^ mongS 網 網 球 1112 ？ tt-^&E 
U l T mong6 m m • t o e 3 _ _ 
U i T nong4 囊 背 囊 i m _ _ _ ^ ^ j i a 
" m l " ngong4 昂昂首挺胸 ！ _ _ ^ _ _ 
T T i r ngong6 戆 醒 i m _ _ ^ 
"TTu" pong3 誇誅誇(不是’鮮’） 1 1 6 4 _ _ ^ _ _ •""“ 
"TIT?" pong4 旁 旁 邊 1165 d z o e y l _ _ ^ J i a 
" T n T pong5 姊鮮的啓示 _ _ _ _ ^ - M E -
颜桑田 L l ^ _ _ d z o ^ _ _ i L _ l M 
"TTTT song2 爽秋高氣爽 _ _ ^ ^ m _ j m 
" U i r song3 喪 鍾 m _ _ ^ g - ^ f -
T I ^ tongl 湯 傻 湯 1120__goey2 要 袭 
" T T ^ tong2 艇 L i Z i ^ 
tong3 燙 i m _ _ _ _ 
" T T ^ tong4 _ _ h o e x l _ _ 
" T I ^ tsongl i 靡 1 1 2 4 _ _ h o ^ _ _ 
"TT^ tsong2 廠 羞 nil__！ 
" T I ^ tsong3 創 創 傷 1 1 2 6 _ _ i o e x 5 _ _ ^ 花 f ( 不 疋 鋭 ） 
- Y u T tsong4 ' W m M L L Z Z _ _ _ _ ^ . m 
wongi IT—^Kgg _ _ ！ ^ 
T I ^ wong2 1 1 2 2 _ _ ！ _ _ 
"TTiT wong4 阜皇帝 _ _ ^ _ _ _ i L J l l — — 
"TUT wong5 往 遞 m__！ 
L i ! ? _ _！ o ^ _ _ ^ 
T H T ftots " i L J i f f l L M ^ _ _ 
3 ^ _ h o t 8 _ j i _ _ s i a _ ^ 
1135 okS 1 邏 _ _ ^ 
1136 bokS ' W j m _ _ s o ^ _ _ 
1137 bok9 薄 — 塵 U E _ _ g g g ^ - A 
i n r dok9 'W m£ L i i ? _ _ ^ S - g g 鮮 
" W dzoks 作 縱 1 1 1 2 _ _ l - t t f 
" n ^ dzok9 - •言之磐磐 _ _ ^ 
1141 fokS ~w 霍亂 L l ^ t o ^ ^ ^ — 
1142 gokS 主角 L l ^ _ _ 
T T i T gwoks 中國f不导’角，） i j g g _ _ t o ^ _ _ • 
1144 hokS丨散丨脫穀 111194 toev4 I頹 I頹廢 
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n i r i Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase : 
I 1195 tsoeyl 1245 tsoeng3 唱—JMM 
I l l 9 6 tsoey2 取 陋 ^ _ _ t s o e n g 4 
l u ^ tsoeyS 趣 _ _ ^ ^ ^ S 
n ^ tsoey4 夏 避 1 2 4 8 _ _ l o e t 9 直 譽 一 
n ^ doenl 敦—麗 _ _ s o e t 7 直 菩 
n ^ d o e i ^ M 遲鋪 __soet9 
n ! ^ dzoenl _ 津 _ _ t s o e t ? 
I 1202 d z o e n f "準準時 1 2 5 2 _ _ ^ _ _ _ 
1253__dzoeks 直 _ B ± 
n ^ dzoen6~ 盡 遞 1 2 5 4 _ _ d z o ^ ^ ^ 
h ^ ioen6 mm 1255__goekS 
t i m loen2 卵卵子(原爲 ' l o e n S i ) 1256 j o e k S _ _ 
n ^ loen4~ 輪 輪 盤 1 2 5 7 _ _ j o ^ _ _ t - f S 
I 1208 loen6 “ 論 辯 論 1258 koekS__W_JM 
soenl 殉 肩 __loek9 旦 幾 
_ _ f i L * 
h i i r soen3 j f M H 
n t i r soen4 純 • _ _ 
ims M mm ——^——S—§5-
n ^ toenS — 盾 M ^ — — 
n ^ tsoenl 春春天 126j M——t-g®-
|1216 tsoen2 蠢 • IM ^ _ 
11217 tsoen4 "W MM ^—— 
[ n n dzoengl 張 避 m _ _ 
n f i r dzoeng2 " ^ 邏 I M _ _ ^ 
I m ^ dzoeng3 帳-迴 _ _ _ 
[ m T dzoeng6 象 ^ g f e _ _ ^ 
goengl M m m ^ ^ ^ - f i i i 
l i i r Lnli 香邏 ]m__ 
n t t r hoenS 向 越 . _ 1 2 7 5 _ _ 
I m i " ioengl 央中央 i m _ _ _ _ 
羊 龍 1 2 7 7 _ _ b u i L _ j E . ^ 
koeng4 強 _ _ t B l — ^ ^ -
_ _ ！ ^ ^ - f - i l 
n t t " loeng4 良 _ _ 
n f ^ - loeng6 亮—遞 _ _ m H ^ U f 
Mir IT ^ i i ^ - l - l l 
降 高 尙 吾 
r ^ tsoengl 鎗丰镜 ^ 
I 1244 tsoenl 捨 搶 抽 1294 bunl | 般丨一般 
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No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase 
1295 bun2 1345 lung4 龍 九 j j 
1296 ~ 半 一 半 1346 lunaS 壟 堕 斷 
bun6 伴 伴 侶 1347 lung6 弄 玩 弄 
1298 f u n l ~ 寬 1348 mung2 潜僧然不知(原爲 •mung5 ' ) 
J ^ _ f i i n 2 ~ I 款式 1349 m u n g 4 ~ 皇 
官 官 方 1350 m u n g 6 _ _ 
T S O T gun2 管 1351 n u n g 4 _ _ 
" T i o T gun3 冠 冠 軍 1352 Dung2 • 腿 ( 视 b u n g 2 . ) — — _ 
； J ^ _ _ r n u n 4 一 " F T 開門 1353 pung3__m_ 碰碰車 
1304 mun5 一 ^ 觀 1354 p u n g 4 _ _ 蓬 ( 不 是 ’ 逢 ’ ） 
m u n 6 ~ 悶 悶 局 1355 s u n g l _ _ ^ 蓬 g 
J ^ o T p i m l — 潘 龄 蓮 1356 s u n g 2 _ _ I 危頁_聽 
" b o T pun3 判 判 決 1357 s u n g 3 _ _ I 送 g 
~1308" pun4 盤 地 盤 1358 s u n g 4 _ _ 
pun5 有伴 1359 t u n g l _ _ 
l3To~ wun2 碗 洗 碗 1360 t u n g 2 _ _ I M z ： 
" I sT l ^ ^ j j i i T " 援 支 援 1361 t u n g 3 _ _ t J i S 
" T U T wun5 综院紗女(不是’碗’） 1 3 6 2 _ _ t u n g 4 _ _ | l _ J i I l 
j m 換 交 換 1363 t s u n g l _ _ ^ M L 
1314 ung2 擁跌人 _ _ t s u n g ? _ _ g L J M 
" T s T T ung3 m 引君入甕 1365 t s u n g 4 _ _ 
" m T bung2 捧捧書(不是 'pungZ' ) 1366 t sungS__ 
1 5 1 7 d u n g l 冬瓜 而 butS m • ( 稀 ’ 謝 ） 
" m r d u n ^ • 董 • 1368 b u t 9 _ _ 复 興 致 勃 勃 
" W dung3 凍冰冰 ^ 
dung;6 動 運 動 IIZO kHi! 
" m T dzungi 宗敎 i m _ _ _ _ 
" 1 3 ^ dzung2 總 總 管 .jni__mni?__ 
dzungS m m 1223 E H t ? _ _ S - J S f i 
dzung6 仲 仲 裁 1374 w u t 9 _ _ f i _ j S S 
" T ^ fungi 風 風 車 ini ^ — — M - M M 
長俸 _ _ 
1327 fung3 諷 諷 刺 IHI ^ _ _ ^ M A 
fung4 1 3 7 8 _ _ ^ _ _ 
funs6 奉 奉 旨 1 3 7 9 _ _ ^ _ _ B _ _ B » _ 
gungi 公 公 平 _ _ ^ _ _ 足 跡 
" T ^ gung2 ~W MM 1381 dzuk9 m 族gg 
gungS 盲 西 貢 ^ 
" W gung6 " ^ 避 m _ _ ^ _ _ 
hungl 空閭 I I M _ _ ^ _ _ 
" m i " hung2 孔 _ _ ^ ^ s m 
" H l i " hung3 i 控告 _ _ 
1337 hung4 I 紅色 _ _ _ _ B L 瞧 视 ^ ) 
jungl 翁 1 1 1 ? _ _ M S Z _ _ J ^ J f i s 
" W jung2 ~W 擁護 1 1 1 9 _ _ _ j u k 9 _ _ ^ ^ 
iung4 容 容 納 1 1 9 0 _ _ k u k 7 _ _ 
" m T iuns5 勇 勇 敢 1391 l u k 7 _ _ t j S • 
iung6 用 利 用 1H!S2——/L-ZSS • ~ 
" m T kung4 ~w 窮人 1222__inHls?__ 
1344 lun^l 丨藤丨山薩 ||1394 puk7 仆 { H 氏 
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—No. Syllable* C. Word/Phrase No. Syllable* ~ Word/Phrase 
J ^ _ j u k 7 " j " 叔 父 1433 jyn2 " W 俊 g 苑 
siik9 一 屬 屬 於 1434 j^nS ^ . ^ E 
1397 tuk7 — 秀 光 秀 秀 1435 .丨yn4 原 原 因 
te^^T"促急促 1436 jyn5 . _ 
1 3 9 9 d ^ q m mm ⑷？ jyn6 
"L400" dzy2 i 麵 1438 k y n 4 _ _ 
dzy3 I F 注意 1439 lyn2 戀戀愛(原爲 ' lynS ' ) 
1402 dzy6 "W 件宅 " W " l y n 4 _ _ 聯 合 國 ^ 
jyl 於 由 於 1441 lyn6 I L J i l L 
" W iy2 ~W 好瘀 1442 n y n 5 _ _ ^ J ^ g 
iv4 如 如 果 1443 n y n 6 _ _ 
1406 jyS 雨 落 雨 1444 synl 孫 兒 孫 
" T i o T iy6 " m " 千 預 1445 svn2 選 選 舉 
1408 syl m 書包 1446 syn3 M I t g 
" U O T sv2 鼠 老 鼠 1447 syn4 m _ _ £ E 
" i ^ sy3 恕 1448 s y n 5 _ _ ^ 晚手指 
sy4 'W特殊 1449 syn6 篆蒙書(不是’算’） 
1412 sy6 樹 種 樹 1450 tvn4 團 團 結 
" T ^ tsy2 處處理（不是’柱’） 1451 t y n 5 _ _ 斷氣 (不是’段’） 
l 4 i r tsv3 處 辦 事 處 t a ^ _ _ H — f f l H 
" T ^ tsv4 m 廚房 1453 t syn2__^JSM 
l i T T tsv5 柱 燈 柱 1454 tsyn3 i ^ R i 
" W dvnl 端 開 端 1 4 5 5 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ 
"1418" dyn2 短 1 4 5 6 _ _ ^ _ _ 
" T i l T dyn3 'W 鍛練 1457 dzvtS 拙笨拙(不是’絕’） 
dvn6 段 分 段 1458 d z y t 9 _ _ 
" W dzvnl 專 專 門 1459 h y t S _ _ ^ ^ 
dzvnl 轉 轉 變 1460 ivtS 甲丙(不是’月’) 
dzvn3 鑽 鑽 探 1461 jyt9 
" l 4 2 r dzvn6 傳 傳 記 1462 kytS 
" T ^ gynl 捐 捐 錢 1463 lyts 劣惡劣(不是 ' l y t 9 i ) 
1426 _ gvn2 卷 春 卷 1464 syt8 
" W gyn3 ~W 家眷 1465 tytS 脫 灑 脫 
gvn6 倦 倦 意 ！ _ _ a _ J i s 
hynl 圈 圓 圈 1467 m4 
J ^ hyn2 犬隻 1468 ng4 
" l 4 3 r hvn3 勸 勸 告 l i ^ 
1432 ivnl 溜 深 測 i r i470 n g 6 _ | ,吳 | 誇會 
C. - Character 
* The tone number of the syllable is written just behind the syllabic structure. Also，the following 
phonemes are labeled in other forms in this list for simplicity. 
original phonemes s 0 rj 
new labels | A | e | o | ng 
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